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GEUERAL INSrRODUCTIOU. 
Gertain menbers of tiie germs Lactobacillus 
(Beijerirtck) are of particular importance to the dairy 
industry J namely, L« acidophilus (Moro).^ L»bulgaricua 
(Grigoroff), and L^casei (v.Frendenreicli) • Of these, the 
first tsro have in recent years occasioned an increasing 
amoimt of interest becatise of their suggested 1±terapeutic 
value in the treatment of intestinal disorders and be­
cause they are so alike culturally that soiae doubt still 
exists as to definite differentiatiiag characters.. The 
third, although recognized several years prior to the 
others, has received comparatively little attention except 
in its relationship to the ripening of ce2?tain types of 
cheese. 
The purpose of this study has been to investigate 
various organisms Usually conside2?ed as belonging to these 
three species with a view to correlating some of the rsore 
outstanding characters; such a correlation of characters 
was conside2?ed of value in proper identification and class-
ification. 
The work has been organized and presented in four 
parts# Part I is a discussion of the distribution and 
isolation of tiie organisms studied* part II ineltides 
I studies on growtli temperatures, on the effects of su3?face 
j 
I tension of the medium on grovrfch^ on the charaeter and 
i 
} amount of acid produced in milk, and on the proteolytic 
i 
i action of t±Le organises in milk. Part IXI includes oId-
! 
I servations on the j^ysiological adaptability of some of 
I 
I the organisms as determined by e:q>eri2ient3 with humans and 
I rats* Part ly includes a corE^arison of sterilization and 
; pasteurisation of milk for the preparation of acidophilus i 1 i milk, and a study of the effect of different temperatures 
1 
I on the viability of L» acidophilus» 
j In each part a review of the literature bearing on 
that phase of the subject has been given. • Ho attempt has 
i been made to make these complete inasmuch as excellent 
j 
I reviews have appeared at intervals in the natural develop-
I j ment of the various problems. 
i 
PART I. 
DISTmBUTIOH AM) ISOIATIOS. 
Introduction-
Microorganisms are influenced by their environmental 
conditions and adapt themselves in various ways, often to 
such an extent that they cannot exist where the coijditions 
are not similar to those to which they have become acctLstomed« 
!Hiis adaptation of organisms to a favorable environment 
may "be "/ery st3?ict in its limitations as is the case with 
stri-ctly parasitic tjpes t/hich may require very definite 
host conditions, or it may be riore general as vfith nerribers 
of the colon~aerogenes giKsup which adapt theiaselves to 
?jide variations in enviroment-. ^?hen considering certain 
groups of organisms ttiB soii2*ce from -syhich they are isolat­
ed constitutes'a point of considerable iiaportancej when 
correlated with other definite characters^ this often 
aids in the proper identification and classification of 
species in the group. Consideration of the sources of the 
organisms studied in iihis work then should be of consid­
erable value when correlated with various ciiaracters to 
be disctissed in p^t II. 
Review of Literature • 
In extended studies on the ripeniiig of Swiss cheese 
von Freudenreich (1891) first named as the causal agent 
Bacillus alplm^ but a fev/ years later (1899) he ascribed 
the leading role to Bacillus epsilon^ Some years later he 
aijd ThSni (1904) described the g3?oup of organisns more 
completely. 
Orla-Jensen (190S) confinaed the statements o£ 
von Freudersreich that B»casei E wsis the most important 
agency in the ripening of Emmental cheese and -amt it reached 
its maximum numbers soon after the cheese had been made# 
Up to tills time B»casei E had appm?ently been, 
I consideped only in connection witli Swiss cheese^ Init 
I 
I Fascetti (19Q7) found tliat a starter of Bacillus easel E 
and Eycoderaa tliSni used in niaking Grana clieese gave 
the characteristic structure and savor of Gruyere cheese 
-jrithin a tiiree months period. 
In the principal vrorlc on the bacteriology of 
Cheddar cheese in this country Evans, Hastings,, and i^rt 
(1914), Eldredge and Rogers (1914), Hart, Hastings, Flint 
and Svans (1914), and Hucker (1922) have all stressed 
! 
the extensive presence of the lactobacilll of the Bacterium 
easel and B^btilgaricus group and their role in the ripen­
ing of this type of cheese* 
Samrani (1907) reported that the Sardinian fer­
mented milk,. Cieddu, contained only tsFo forms of micro­
organisms,, one of which was a variety of Bacterlxaa lactis 
i acidi and the other a variety of Bacilli^ casei of 
Freudenr eich • 
Hastings and Hacnser (1909) diiring an investigation 
of the cause of hi^ acidities in milk, isolated the 
causal organism, which they stated "sras a bacillus closely 
related to B«bulgaricus and to B.casei ^ey found the 
bacillus wid^y distributed in milk,, butter, aiid cheese • 
Burri and Staub (1915 and 1917) failed to cor-
-5 
5 
I roborate tiie wopk of von Preudenpeicli and Orla^^Jensen 
as to the role of B>easel B in tlie ripening of Swiss 
clieese* Thej found that this organism was absent after 
the fifth month and present only in small nimbers at the 
end of the third month» Cheese containing large nimbers 
of B•easel E in the earlier stages were soon overcrowded 
v/ith strains of B »casei (alpha) and B«casei (gain.^a) • They 
reasoned that since B.casei E was not present in fully 
ripened cheese it was not the chief cause of the ripening. 
Recently Sheman and Stark (1927) reported the Is predominance of L« casei as cocipared to Ir^bulgaricus and 
L«acidophilus in both Grade A and ordinary milk. Of the 
Grade A samples,, 71^ contained casei in nasibers of at 
f 
I least one per cc., vihile only 12^ contained L»bulgarietis 
I or L«.acidophilus in like -n-ursbers* In the ordinary nilk 
L.casel was present in 94^ of the saisples in excess of 
ten per cc«^ "shile only 2.5^ contained the oidier lacto-
bacilli in like numbers* 
In the field of intestinal bacteriology the work 
of Escherich (1886) stands out as the first systematic 
study of intestinal types. It remained for More (1900) 
tPissier (1900) to isolate two types which Esdherich 
had observed but failed to isolate • ©le former inoculated 
fecal material from infants into beer wort bouillon for 
enrichment and then by plating the sediment on acid beep 
wort agar o|3ta:i^ed nearly pure seedings of the species 
—6-
whidi he named Bacilliis acldopliilaa. He claimed this 
species as the predcHoinating type in the stool of the 
normal nursling infant. Tissier called his type Bacillus 
hifidns and made the same claims for it which Moro had 
made for Bacillus acidophilus* He substantiated in 
this "by several workers and his contention was finally 
also admitted hy Mo3?o (1905). 
The same year that Moro announced his new species, 
Pinicelstein (1900), worlcing independently, reported the 
isolation of an organism which he considered identical 
with that of Horo. He reported the laethod which he used 
for isolation as one which Heymann had been using for 
two years ^ and it has been used with modifications almost 
exclusively since then by the many workers in this field. 
I It consists of inoculating fecal material into 0.5-1^ 
I 
acetic acid bouillon containing ^  dextrose^ incubating 
for 24 to 48 hours and then plating on glucose agar. 
For isolation purposes Eendall {1910b) used 
H/20 acetic acid bouillon^ transferring l/2 cc» at 48 hour 
intervals three -fclBies, and then plating. He proposed 
the term "acidoric" rather than "acidophilic" for the groi^^ 
Rodella (1901) several years before had objected to the 
term^"s&ireliebenden." Kendall presented an excellent 
review of the litera-trtn^e up to this time. 
-7-
J 
I She numbep of articles published shov/ that about 
I this period interest in this group of intestinal organ-
i 
I isms received an ii25>etus which has continued to the 
! I present. Caiamidge (1914) mentions acid dextrose broth 
I as "specific" for ths isolation of B.acidophilus and 
I 
I B.bifidus* Torrey (1915) found in the stools of typhoid 
-j 
i fever patients studied that B # acidophilus isras the only 
j organism aside from yeasts capable of grooving in acetic 
i 
I acid glucose broth. He used infusion bouillon eontainins 
I 1% dextrose adjusted to h/s, h/10 and s/20 acetic acid 
inoculated with 0»5 cc« of a fecal suspension of 500 mg. 
Ij. 
I in 50 ce. of nonrtal salt solution. Ijater Torrey (1917) 
I I reported the use of beef liver glucose agar "adjusted to 
I +4 acid" in the examination of feces as a neans of inhlbit-
I ing the gro7;th of streptococci and aost strains of B>coli 
I and for differentiating betv7een B-acidophilus and B«bifidus» 
t " ' • 
I Cannon (1924) isolated 64 strains of organism 
I from the feces and sputum of adults by means of 0.25J^ 
a acetic acid, tmneutralized dextrose infusion broth with a 
!
pH of 4.8 ^  5.0* He made transfers three times at 24 hour 
intervals before plating on whey or dextrose yeast agar# 
I In the same year Goldman (1924) mentioned H/lO acetic acid 
broth, as of help -in isolating B * acidophilus from feces of 
tiumans# 
Eulp aiid Rettge]? (1924) obtained their cultures 
from the feces of rats either by direct plating after 
liberal feeding with dextrin and lactose or by using 
Eeymann^s glucose acetic acid broth as an enrichsient 
Hedium without preliminary car'bchydrate feeding. 
In isolating cultures from the feces of cali'-es, 
Orcutt (1926) made use of standard agar,, plus horse blood, 
adjusted to pH 6.8 - 5»0; in this medium B«acidophllus^ 
colonies formed small greenish zones. 
A nethod not involving the use of enrichment raedia 
was stiggested by Brie.digam and Chang (1924) in ivhich 
-colonies could be picked from a heavily seeded plate by 
means of a capills^y pipette manipulated by a miciroscope, 
the colony fished being in focus under another. -
Sources other than the gastro-intestinal tract of 
nan and various aniiaals have been reported by several in­
vestigators. Heineciaiin and Hefferan (1909) offered the 
suggestion that B«bulgaricus through its lactic acid pro­
ducing properties laight be the cause of caries of the 
teeth, while Howe and Hatch (1917) isolated organisms 
which they found to be the constant and predonLinant flora 
of dental caries; these they considered identical vfith 
the Moro-Tissier group. 
Mcintosh^ James and Lazarus-Barlow (1922) and 
-9-
Rodpigaez (1923) confirmed this work and considered 
L«acidopliilus the etiological factor. Mcintosh and his 
co-workers suggested the name L«acidophilus-odontolyticus 
for the group* Sieralcowski and Za^del (1924) confirmed 
finding the types reported by these investigators. At 
about the same tiae Clarke (1924) reported finding 
B>acidophilus only in advanced cases of caries and natned 
S .gpitans as the causal agent. In this country Bunting 
and Palmerlee (1925) foimd B .acidophilus present in 100^ 
of 73 cases of initial caries lesionsj in 94% of advanced 
caries 3 and in 16% of mouths imntune to caries. Thej 
could see no reason for a different name for the groups 
on the basis of morphology or fermentation tests. 
In a study of the acid bacilli of the no2Siffltl 
vaginal secretions, jSti^n (1922) decided that Poederlein* s 
bacillus and B.acidophilxis were identical. 
Grigoroff (1905) isolated a rod form from Bulgarian 
podvalsa> the starter for "kisselo-nleko", by inoculating 
into sterile milk, then making several dilution tubes in 
lactose gelatin, aiad picking colonies f3?om them. This 
rod, which is now cai-led L.bulgarieus, be called Bacillus A. 
Heinemann and Hefferan (1909 J imported a stiady of 
Bacillus bulgaricus isolated from the feces of hujaans^ 
cows, and horses, from caiitle feed, soil, market milk. 
hrman saliva, gastric juice, corrmeal, sauerlsrautj, 
olive jtiice, dill piclcles and pepper ciango* They inoc­
ulated the material Into 0.5^ acetic acid, 2^ glucose 
"broth, incubated 24 hours, then transferred to litems 
mills from which they plated on agar to vjhich 0«5^ acetic 
acid was added® 
Stevenson (1911) confirmed the findings of 
Heinemnn and Hefferan,: and of Hastings and Hammer as to 
the wide distribution of the lactobacilli, finding them in 
market milk, swiss cheese, Deutscher ESse, Scotch Cheddar 
cheese, sauerkraut, human saliva, feces of co-sra, and 
soili^ For isolation pu2?poses he used yeast whey for 
enrichmeni; and wheiy agar with chalk as a plating medium. 
In a study of the Boas-Oppler bacillus from tb3?ee 
cases of carcinoma Gait and lies (1915) concluded that 
the organism was identical with B.bulgaricus or showed 
only minor differences. !I!hey used whey as an enrichment 
meditim before platiijg on "nasgar". 
Htsnter and Bushnell (1916) found the Bulgarian 
type to be the predcmii^.ting organism in the fermentation 
of normal silage. Their results were conflmed by the 
work of Sherman (1916), and Bsinemann and Eixson (1921)» 
, Clark (1917), in discussing the acid production of 
B .bulgaricus in artificial media stated that he found the 
same pH in silage juice and spontaneoiislj soured com 
meal gmel, in both ot •ssrhich others had fomid B«biilgaricu3 
to be dominant. 
Allen (1919) reported the isolation of BVbul-
garicus from viscous starch and gluten liqaors in the 
i7et process of saanufactiire of prodxicts from com and tram 
the corn as it arrived in the cars* 
Grla-Jensen (1921) stated that he had never suc­
ceeded in finding ^rheraobacterium bttlgaricoia in the feces 
of adults even after large daily doses of yo^tirt, nor in 
those of an infant constantly fed on milk inoculated with 
a feiu drops of yoghurt, but by iaaoculating a little of the 
feces into inilk Icept at 45° C. the yo^iirt rods were ob­
tained as a pure culture. 
As noted above Sherman and Sta3?li (192"7) have re­
cently reported the presence of Lobulgaricus in milk, al-
thou^ in mch lower numbers than L^casei* 
Methods. 
Ti^ cultures used in this study were obtained by 
original isolations from dairy products and the feces of 
hnmans and animals, and from research and commercial dairy 
laboratories. 
The L.casei strains were isolated from cheddar 
-cheese or milk by using milk as an .enrichment meditca and 
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tiien plating, ©s&ept in one case in wjiioh the cheese 
was plated direct. Y^hen cheese was the source a plug 
was taken with a stevile trier after scraping off a 
small area of the surface with a sterile spoon^ The 
lower end of the plug Y/as then cut into a Petri dish by 
pressing the cheese on the edge of the dish» -Froia these 
plugs pieces v/ere removed with a heavy transfer needle, 
placed in small bottles of sterilized skianned milk aiid in­
cubated at 3Y° C« under aerobic conditions for one week. 
Plates were then poured with whey agar and from them 
colonies were picked into tubes of litimis milk. The pre­
sence of the Gram positive rods in the tubes was deter-
I mined by the usual staining methods. 
Bie strains isolated from milk were obtair^d 
by incubating fairly IsLPge samples of raw milk at 57° C. 
for 7 to 10 days,, at which time microscopic exsunination 
showed the presence of rod fo2?E»s» The usual method of 
plating and pickii^ colonies mentioned above then yielded 
the cultures for study. 
The fecal specimens were taken in sterile Petri 
dishes and brought to the laboratory isEnediately so that 
in only one instance was the material more than one or tvro 
hours old when 1^e work of isolation was begun. 
In the isolation of the cultures considered as 
L» acidophilus two pirincipal p2?ocedures we2»e followed with 
^ success J a dilution method and the He^iaann acetic acid 
•bouillon method. In the former' the fecal naterial "isras 
I inoculated "by laeans of a loop into a sterile water "blank 
and from this into a series of twenty or more tubes of 
litms milk:, using a varying anount of the dilution* At 
the same time that these litmus milk inoculations v^ere 
made, plates were poured \7ith wiiey agar for di2?ect exam­
ination. T3?ansfers into milk \yere made from tiie tubes of 
the highest dilution which shovred evidences of growth 
at 37^ C* within tviro to three days. After several such 
transfers for enrichment purposes the milk v/as plated on 
whey agar and colonies picked for purification. 
In t^e Heycnann acetic acid method the feces 
inoculated heavily into beef infusion bouillon containing 
2^ dextrose and adjusted to H/10 acetic acid; the tubes . 
were held at 37° C. At intervals of 24 hours, two successive 
transfers to other tubes of the acid broth 7/ere raade^ 
using pipettes in order to secure heavy inoculatiosis. 
!E?renty-four hours after the last transfer». plates were 
poured from the original tube and the t?£o transfers. 
Colonies developing on these plates ¥»ere examined under the 
microscope and the various types picked into litnnis milk. 
^ By subsequent examination of the tubes of milk shov/iiig 
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gpowtii, tlie cultupes for study were selected. 
Regular gradations in the sise of the cells exist­
ed which would have made it possible to divide the cul­
tures into several groups although there v/ould have been 
no sharp line of demarcation between the various groups. 
Variations in size were also apparent in the cells of 
•| each culture, even after purification by repeated plat-
j ings« !Dhis pleomorphic character among cultures of these 
f 
j organisEEs, which has been constantly noted by various 
investigators, is one which is particularly confusing 
I when examining such stained mterial as a fecal smear 
1 where all gradations in the size of the cells are seen, 
and also in the examination of a culture when doubt exists 
as to its piirity. Such wide variation in size in the 
supposedly pure cultures would have complicated the 
I 
I division into several groups, as on© culture might, from 
i 
I the appearance of individual cells, have been placed in 
I more than one group. It •eras decided that for purposes of 
i i this discussion two general groups would be sufficient and 
I 
the least confusing, so the cultures were designated as 
large or small. ?/ith these two groups there was no doubt 
as to the proper placing of the cultures since the large 
j -
1 organisms were definitely rather thick rods varying from 
short to very long forms, and the small t^es were all 
:I ~15-
' I •» 
i I 
i I slender rods, witli a similar Tariation in length# 
! 5 J 
I Results Obtained. 
• I s 
: 1 SOURCES; 
' 
The data showing the sources of the 86 cultures 
; I studied are presented in Table I; a statement of the 
; i 
I i relative size of each culture is included* 
• I 
: I line cultures were obtained frcss research and 
: I 
i coimriercial laboratories as representative I,.acidophilus 
strains; six of these were classed as large and three 
i as small. Seven representative L«^bulgaricus cultures, 
i including one of the original Metchnikoff strains, were 
1 
I secured from research laboratoriesj of tiiese,^ five were 
I 
I classed as large and two as small. 
i 
I Sixteen cultures considered as L>acidophilus were 
isolated from the fecal matter of man and animals; seven 
j were classed as large and nine as small. Five of the seven 
I large strains were from the feces of young calves and two 
I from the feces of rats« Of the nine small strains seven 
I were secured from tiie feces of infants from three weeks to 
i 
I one year of age, one from an adult, and one from a rat<» 
j 
i Fifty-four cultures considered as L>casel were se-
f 
cured by isolation and from a research laboratory* Of 
these 37 were isolated from milk and well cured Cheddar 
I Cheese, and 17 were secured fi»om the stock culture collec-
••• 
T A B L E I 
Souroos and rolativo sizes of organisms studied. 
Oultur© t So\iro© sRel, : sOultui»d! 
number t :si^e j:ntrab0j» t 
A1 -Jv Commercial lab. small CIS 
A$ It It large 013 
A4 11 11 It C14 
A5 Research lab* li 016 
A6 Commercial lab« i CI*? 
A7 Research lab# II 018 A8 II It 019 
A9 Commercial lab. small 020 
AlO It It II CSOa 
B1 Research lab» C81 
BS It II large 022 
B3 It It H C22a 
B5 It <1 H 023 
B6 u ft U 024 
B7 It It ^imall 025 
as It II lal'ge 026 
&1 Infant feces small 027 
S5 II It It 028 
S6 It (1 II 029 
S7 Adult It It C29a 
S8a Calf II large 030 
SBb 11 II It 031 
S8o II It H 032 
S9a II It II C32a 
S9b II It tl OSS 
SIO Rat II H 034 
Sll It It ti 036 
SIS Inf«mt II small 040 
S15 II " ; II 041 
S15a 11 It 11 042 
Si6 It II tl 
> « .  
043 
source :R@1« 
iBim 
Cheddar cheese 
Rav; inillc If tt 
II n 
• II II 
II ij 
Cheddar cheese II II 
II II 
11 It 
11 It 
II 11 
n II 
Rav; milk 11 
11 
It 
It 
i< 
It. 
II 
II 
11 
ti 
II 
11 
» 
Research lab. li II 
II 
V 
It 
II 
<t 
small 
large II 
small 
large 
small 
It 
large 
small II 
H 
H 
large 
small 
large 
small It 
11 
large 
II 
If 
ema'll 
large 
ft 
smAll 
H 
H 
II 
tl 

S6 
S7 
S8a 
S8b 
SSo 
S9a 
S9b 
SIO 
Sll 
SIS 
S15 
S15i 
S16 
S17 
01 
OS 
03 
03a 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
010 
Adult 
Calf 
" 
it 
Rat 
II 
Infemt !l 
ir 
It 
Rat 
Res^aroh lab. 
Oh0dda3> oheese 
Raw milk II 
ti 
11 
r» 
Oheddai* oheeae 
U II 
ti 
« 
II 
ti 
It 
It 
It 
ti 
large 
It 
u 
If 
It 
H 
» 
small It 
H 
ti 
It-
•i 
It 
It 
if 
11 
It 
It 
T) 
n 
It 
It 
029 
C29a 
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031 
035 
C33a 
033 
034 
036 
040 
041 
042 
043 
044 
045 
046 
047 
048 
049 
050 
051 
052 
053 
054 
055 
i 
Research lab. 
la^^© 
It* 
sma'll 
l^ge 
K 
siMll 
H 
H 
II 
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tion maintained by the Dairy Bacteriology Laboratory of 
tlie Iowa ilgrictiltm?al Experiment Station. Sixteen of the 
latter v?ere isolated about twelve years previous to this 
study from saiaples of milk including one from Ca^'-adaj, one 
' from Denmark, one from the Isle of ?JigJit, and three from 
Ireland, while the source of the other was not known# 
Of the 57 cxiltures isolated, 15 were obtained from Cheddar 
cheese and 22 from raw milk« Of the 15 cultures frcnn 
cheese, one was classed as large and 14 as small, while 
of the 22 from milk, 12 v/ere large and 10 small. Among the 
54 L»casei cultures there were 15 classed as large and 
41 as small. 
Of the 86 cultures included in the study, 51 were 
classed as large and 55 as small. 
Several writers have suggested the possibility of 
morphological changes in organisms carried -Khrough a long 
series of transfers, but no such changes were seen during 
tiie course of this investigation^- So far as could be 
determined, the size of the cells in every culture was 
the same at the conclusion of the work as at the beginning. 
METHODS OP ISOLATION: 
PROM DAIET PRODUCTS I The use of milk for enrich­
ment resulted in the isolation of fourteen ciiStnires from 
;| clieddar cheese; failure resulted in only one instance^ 
'A 
I One culture was obtained by the direct plating of the 
I ci^ese; this tos the only instance in which cheese was 
I 
I plated direct since previous experience had shown the 
I enrichment method to be more certain. 
i || ©le isolations from milk presented no particular 
pi || 
I difficulties excent that in several instances heavy mold 
I i growth interfered with picking colonies so that several 
i 
r| platings were necessary for purification.. Twenty-two 
I 
I cultures were obtained by this method* Failixpes resulted 
ii 
in three cases in which the milk was of poor quality and 
was rapidly peptonized. 
FROM PSCAX» lilATERIALi Examinations were regularly 
I made of Gram stained smears of all fecal specimens and 
tubes of litmus milk were inoculated directly from the 
specimens and the character of the resulting fermentation 
observed, v/hen large numbers of cocci or Gram-negative 
organisms were present, the curd developing was invar­
iably of the stormy type with a considerable amount of 
i 
whey. Usually when considerable numbers of small Gram-
positive rods were present the curd formed was fairly 
smooth and v/ith only a slight amount of whey; in one 
case, however, altliough the smear seemed to contain almost 
exclusively small Graia-positive rods the fermentation was 
I quite stormy and stained s!nea3?s of tlie milk showed the 
I presence of large nuinbers of cocci and irregiilar staining 
i rods which failed to appear on whey agar plates or in 
1 
I successive transfers in milk. Several attempts at isola-
I" I tion in this ease were unsuccessful, the probable es-
I plana tion being that the orgaiiisas were the bifid rods 
I 
I described by Tissier which require anaerobic conditions. 
a 
I The dilution method "sras successfully employed in 
i three cases. Prom the series of litmus milk dilutions, 
i f tubes were found in which the curd 7/as smooth fi2?in, v;ith 
I only a slight amount of whey; the litms was first red-
I dened and then reduced^, leaving the characteristic red 
I band at the top. The desired organisms were then readily 
I isolated by plating and picking colonies into litms 
f milk* In two other instances in "which dilution tubes 
I were prepared, althou^ coagulation occurred in some> no 
I I Grram-positive rods were found in smears and no further 
I attempt was made to isolate organisms from them^. 
©le Heymann acetic acid bouillon method was suc-
I cessfully employed with six fecal sjpecimens from which 
I ten cultures were isolated. The best plates from the stand-
I point, of the distribution of desired colonies viere ob­
tained from the original heavily inoculated acid bouillon 
tube and the first transfer.- Another point of interest 
1 -20-
t' 
i 
; in tliis connection is that one specimen was inadvert-
; ently held in the refpigeratoi? several days before work 
j Tsas begun on it and yet the isolation was successful. 
? Possibly the necessity for haste in working with fecal 
' specimens has been overs tressed^ as Jordan (1926) has 
indicated in work with stored stools of tyj^oid patients • 
i The acid bouillon method vTa.3 also used in tv/o cases which 
resulted in complete failures to isolate the desired 
1 types, and in a third iB-hich was discontinued when one of 
, 1 ! 
I the other methods resulted in an isolation.r One of the 
•s 
;l failures vjas in the -case previously mentioned in v/hich 
i ; j 
I the fecal siaears apparently consisted almost exclusively 
1 of Graia-positive rods. The other failure may very likely 
; have been due to the fact that at that time a mich lower 
acidity than 2if/lO was used and the other types present 
! were able to outgrosr the Gram-positive rods v/hich were 
present in irruch smaller mmbers according to the appear­
ance of the fecal smear. It ^fas also noted that this 
particular specimen VTSLS isuch darker than others and had 
the most pronounced disagreeable odor® 
Plates poured directly from fecal suspensions in 
three jcases contained a sufficient seeding of the pi»oper 
colonies to assure isolation of the rods by the first 
picking. In two of these instances the subjects from whom 
•21-
the fecal material was secured 3aad been consxnaing milk 
fermented with culture Al for some time previous to supply­
ing the speeimens, wMie in the third the r-at sulsject had 
"been on a carbohydrate diet for some time. In later ¥/ork 
nusierous cultures not included in the main study were 
isolated in this liianner dioring routine examination of 
feces from humans and rats» Milk inoculated directly 
with the feces in such cases was practically al'i-ays' co­
agulated smoothly v/ith ver- little or no gas or whey. 
Discussion of Results. 
Wide morphological variations were found within 
tl^ pure cultures and in the various cultures', whether 
from the same or different sources. All of the L.acid­
ophilus cultures isolated from human fecal material 
ar3d most of those from rat feces were small, Hhile those 
from calf feces ivere largeSimilar variations were 
evident among the L#easel cultures; all of the strains 
isolated from Cheddar cheese except one were small, while 
both large and small types were readily Isolated from 
milk. This suggests the possibility that envirorsmental 
conditions in cheese are not favorable for the develop­
ment pf the large tj^es altliotigh i^ey vrere very probably 
present in the milk used in making the cheese. 
Such variations in size indicate that size alone 
-22-
can not "be depended upon fop differentiation when con­
sidering organisms belonging to these species. It is 
proTsable, hovrever, that this character ia valuahle 
when correlated v/ith other characters. 
Consistent results secured in isolating cultures 
of L.casei from milk and Cheddar cheese confirm numerous 
reports on the prevalence of these lactobacilli in milk 
and cheese. Success in isolating organisms of the 
L. acidophilus type from the fecal material of human in­
fants, an adult, calves and rats is in agreement with 
the reports of various investigators. The fairly regular 
appearance of the slender Gram-positive rods in the feces 
of infants still on a milk diet also substantiates other 
investigations. (Shis further suggests the possible value 
of a milk diet in establishing these types in the in­
testinal tract. 
In the isolation of L.casei the use of milk for 
enrichment purposes proved very satisfactory. Results 
obtained with various methods of isolating L.acidophiljxs 
seemed to indicate the advisability of using the Heymann 
acetic acid medium for enrichment before plating out. 
!Sie dilution method and direct plating of fecal material 
were also successful but except under favorable conditions 
the more certain method seemed "to be the use of an acid 
imedlmiu These resul-bs agree with those of various in-
I vestigators most of I'fhom have depended entirely upon 
I acid nredia to favor the development of these lactobacilli. 
I PAST II. 
I UPORTAHT CmmCTEBS , 
I Introduction-
I Various characters have been suggested at differ-
I ent times for differentiating between L«bulgaricus and 
i acidophilus» Among the earliest of these was the fer-
I mentation of carbohydrates, particularly maltose, which 
I I»»bulgaricua was presumably unable to ferment. However, 
I Grigoroff (1905) in his original description of this or-
1 ganism named maltose as one of the sugars which it v/as able 
I to attack. A difference in 1he ability to ferment maltose 
I was made practically the entire basis for differentiation 
; between L.bulgaricus and L.acidophilTm by Rahe (1914 and 
' 1915) , and was the deciding factor used by Rettger and 
: j Cheplin (1921) when they were otherwise in doubt as to the 
identity of organisms forming a colony typical of both 
speciesMany investigators have reported inconsistent 
results on carbohydrate fermentations and this inconsist­
ency has even led to the proposal of new species and the 
• I division of escisting species into several groups on this 
; [basis. More recently it has becoc® quite generally 
•24-
accepted tiiat this is not a satisfactoijy criterion upaii 
whiejb. to base the differentiation of L.bulgarigus from 
L^acidophiluSs though it laa-y be of value when correlated 
with other characters. 
Colony formation has proven unreliable because 
of the close similarity between the characters of the 
colonies formed by the various t-ypes, and because the 
appearsBce of the colonies is greatly influenced by 
such factors as the character of the medium in which, they 
are fonaed and the crowding of colonies on the plates* 
There appears to "be no definite correlation het.veen the 
morphology of the orgauism and the type of colony formed* 
At one time the total saaoioit of acid produced by 
the various species was considered sufficiently distinct 
to serve as a means of differentiation, but suc^ wide 
variations have been reported that it appears advisable 
not to lay too great stress upon this particular character 
alone. ^2?he type of acid formed is also a point upon 
which there has been little agreement. 
The teriiperatu2»e at which L.biilgarieus g2?ows has 
been generally considered to be quite high viithin the 
optiffim 2?ange for the lactobaclllij some reports have in­
dicated that both L.casei and L.acidophil'i:^ are also able 
to grow at the high temperatu2?e commonly ascribed to 
-25-
L^bulgaricus > Because of tlis almost thennophilic 
ciiapacteD? of the latter species it has not been generally 
considered tliat it could grow at teinperatiu?es mch. below 
30°^ while L«casei especially is regularly Imown to 
grow at the low teii5)erati3res used in curing the types of 
I cheese in which it occurs. Probable variations in the 
I ability of these th2?ee species to groY? at 45° C* and 
115-20*^ C» were suggested by sheman (1921)j this was re­
stated with modifications by Sherman and Stark (1927) 
in more definite form and suggested as a means of dlffer-
« entiation. 
¥ariations in the ability of L«bulgaricus and 
L.acidophilus to, grow in nedia with a reduced surface 
tension were first reported by Albus and Eoln (1925) • 
Theism results were evidently quite definite and suggest-
I ed a method vjhich might prove of considerable value in 
I differentiating between these two species. 
1 i illthou^ • other methods have been suggested for 
I seDarating these species, such as their serological re-
i lationships and their staining reactions,^ the present 
I study has been confined to what appeared to be the more 
iiaportant characters of the organisms with a view to 
detejr^nining whether or not any correlation existed which 
would be of value in differentiating between the vai'lous 
I -26-
i 
•j types# She easel group has been reported in only a 
f| —————— 
"i few instances in connection with studies of L.aeidophilTis 
i| and Lobulgarieus so that some information on their inter-
a 
-t relationship i^as particularly desirable. 
She results of the studies considered in part II 
ii I are arranged under four headings: grov/th temperatures, 
1 
> effect of surface tension on growth, character and ajaaount 
J of acid produced, and protein decomposition. 
i Ti'3 
GROWm TEMPSRilTURES 
^Ehe optiimam temperature range of aost of the 
B • _ i lactobacilli lies between 50 C. and 42° G. but xvithin 
11 k 
I more narrow limits the optiuKiia range for the three species 
I under dxs<5ussiDn may be given as 37° C • to 42° G» Ability 
i 
I to grow at temperatures above or belo\7 the optiEnim, if 
sufficiently definite,, might well serve as a different­
iating c^iaracter. That L.bulgaricus is able to grow at 
a hi^er temperatnire than most of the lactobacilli has 
long been recognized, while the prevalence of the L.casei 
types in cheese cured at low temperatures might lead one 
to anticipate a difference in the ability of one to grow 
at temperatures favorable to the growth of the other. 
Review of literature-
Moro (1900) reported that B.acidophilus did not 
•  I  gro¥/ at 20-22'^ C,  and that its aptimun teiSDei'at'ui'e mis 
i 
I 39^ c. 
1 1 Hastings and Hammer (1909) in theii* study of 
I high acid producers froin milky cheese, and butter, noted 
I growth at 50*^ C. and stated that the probable optinEsn 
I 'jyas between 40^ C» and 50^ C« Uiey round that growth 
I at 20^ c« in milk "sms slow but that eventually a high 
I acidity u&s produced• 
I Heineiaann and Hefferan (1909) stated that the 
I Bulgarian bacillus did not grow at ordinary room tempera-
I tore. 
I In discussing the use of milk feraented with 
1 the preparation of lacto^ Mortensen and 
I Hasnaer (1913) sta-ted that cultures could be propagated at 
I room temperatures but that growth was quite S1O?T; the 
I usual higher teiaperatures were advocated. 
1 It seems an anomoly that L«bulgaricus with the 
I hi^est temperature requirements for growth among these 
I lactobacilli should be found so widely distributed where 
ithe temperature would norraally be much lower, as it is, for instance, in soii« In this connection Barthel (1919) with pointed out that/B«casei ep3llon.(B .bulg^icus) better 
growth is obtained in acid soil (pH 5*0 - 6.0) at 22-24® C-
than at 38® G. in spite of the almost thermophilic char-
I -28-
I.-5 
i 
[ri 
I acter o? the organism in laboratory jnedia. 
I ' • ' 
I In some notes on tlie lactobacilli, Sherman (1921) 
I pointed out that Lobulgarieiis did not grow at 15^ C« and 
P il little or not at all below 20° C»» wiiile L.casei and -ttie 
^ I I I 
I intestinal types grew at this temperature. Quite recent-
i'l 
p Ij Shenaan and Stark (1927) stated that L»bulgaricii3 and 
I I'«a'C^^'3.ophiltis grow at 45° c» while L»easel does not, and 
I that at 15^ C, L.casei will grow while the other two types 
i 
I will not^ suggesting these facts as a possible means for 1.1 
i differentiation. 
p Hettger and Cheplin (1921), in discjussin^ the 
f'i 
I preparation of acidophilus milk^ stated that slow coagola-
i _ I tion occurred at 20 C. vrhile belo-ar this temperature 
i 
I little or no change occurred in the appearance of the milk 
I during the fi2?st three or four days* 
I "ExOLp and Rettger (1924) reported the growth of 
!
-
both L.acidophilus and L->bixlgaricug at 20-25° G. as very 
slow^ when evident at all. One bulgaricus cultxrpe curdled 
milk in 12 days^ and tvro in oO days. no other strain 
I which they studied produced a curd and only a few caused 
I reddening of the litsnxs. 
I 2fethods. 
1 The most favorable growth tec^rature for routine 
I work with the cultures was found to be 57^ G.^ so they 
-29-
were incubated at this temperatxire in lifems milk for 
24 to 48 hours and then held at room temperature until 
the next transfer in ten days to two weeks• In studying 
I the effect of temperature on growth the cultures were 
inoculated into litmus milk and held at room temperature^ 
at 45° C«, and at 15-20° C. for seven days. Cha3ages in 
I the appearance of the litmus as compared to check tabes 
I were considered as evidences of growth* If any doubt 
I existed as to a reddening of the litmus» smears were 
I stained and examined for the presence of the organisms 
I in numbers sufficient to indicate multiplication of 
I those inoculated into the milk# 
I Results Obtained. 
I The data obtained on the growth of 88^* cultures 
in milk during seven days at 45*^ C*, room temperature 
(approximately 25° C«), or 15-20° C. are presented in 
Table II^ 
Cultu3?es A3a and ASb which do not appear 
in Table I were obtained from cuJLture AS 
when checking tdaat culture for piirity 
during the work on the type of acid pro­
duced! they have been ceirried throughout 
the study, althou^ they have not been 
discussed unless differences of signific­
ance occurred between them, and culture A3, 
A?,A  B  L  K  II 
Growth In milk at dii^feront temperatures 
during seven days* 
• S S 
Cultures 45® 0»: Room t 16 « 20® 0. : sCulture: 45^ G»: Ro<m : 16 « 20® 0» 
j t -i ft t t t 
A1 #• + + •1- + 010 + + + 4- 4" 
A5 + + *a 012 1. 4- 4-^  
A3a + •* f* 013 mm «• 
A3b + + «9 014 •m m «P* 
A4 + + 016 •k* 
A6 017 4- + 
A6 + + + 018 «« «. 
A7 •}- m •W OlO 4- 4  ^
AS + "$• 020 H- + •!-
AO + + 4, + 4- C20a + + 4 
AlO + + -I- + + 021 + 4-
B1 w* + 4- 022 "}• -i- 4- 4-
B2 + + 022a 4- 4-
B3 + + + + 023 pi» -t- 4- 4-
B5 + + 4- + 024 M 
J36 4- + 4. 025 M* 4- + 4-
07 + -h + 026 *>* 
B8 + + #• 027 •t- 4- 4-
SI V -1- + •I- 023 4- 4- 4-
35 «W "h 'h 4* 4- 029 *** + 4-
S6 m + 029a mm tm 
S7 m •{- •h 030 •S* - *•* 
sea ** 031 ¥» -
S8b m, 032 mA + 4- 4-
S8o «» G32a mm W 
S9a + 033 K* 
S9b «a 034 
SIO 
_QJ1*L . . 
W «» 
-L 
036 
nAe\ 
*« 
 ^ .4. 
4- 4-
Ji. .1-

aa 
SI 
•n"* • T*' • 
+ •h + 
• ' "WW ~ - — 
OSB *• -}- 'h 4 
35 90 + + + -}- 0S9 •Ni 'b 'h 4 
S6 *• + •i* C29a •M UA tf* 
S7 + •l- + 030 • 
S8a «> 031 «« M* 
S8b •* «• 032 «ltA 4 
sac «• 03Sa m M* •a* 
S9a & 033 •a 
S9b iM 034 «« IMO 
SIO «s* •• 036 «i» + + 4 
Sll + 040 + -I- + -{- 4 
S18 %3$ + 041 •kt + •!" 
S15 + + 049 + + 4 
S15g •* + + 043 + •1-
S16 IM Ml 044 *4 4 + 4 
S17 «•» •# Ml 045 + + 4 
01 + + + + 046 + + 4 
OS ** + + •f 047 + "f* 4 
03 + OM 048 + + 4 
03a + + 049 •1* + 4" 4 
04 M •f + 050 4 + 4 
05 + 051 + 4 4 4 
06 + + 052 + 4 4 4 
07 •« + •f + 053 4 4 4 
08 •• + + + 054 .. 4 4 4 
09 - 4- + + 055 n0 4 4 4 
s coagulation* 
+ s rodclening of litmus# 
- » no evidence of grov/th. 
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Ehe i»esult2 presented in tiiis table bping out 
sev€2»al facts Yihldh seem to show a certain amoimt of 
correlation between temperatures at which growth occurs 
and other significant characters to be discuss^ in the 
following sections. Among the nine L<acidophilus cul­
tures from laboratory sources -ei^t grew at 45® five 
at room teaperature, and three at 15-2G® C« The last 
three were the only ones among this group which -sjere 
classed as sBiall and one of the three was the one which 
failed to grow at 45® C« Moreover, only two of the six 
large strains showed gzwth. a^t room temperature, ?/hile 
the small strains caused coagulation at this temperature. 
Of the ,15 L>acidophilus cultures isolated, two 
grew at 45° C.^ ei^t at room teinperatupe, and eight at 
15-20° G., while six showed no growth at any of these ten^j-
eratures. It should be noted, however, that these sis 
cultures even at 57^ G* v;ere extremely slow in their growth. 
The two cultures which grew at 4SP C. were large strains 
while seven of the eight strains which showed growth at 
both room temperature and 15-20® G* wer-e classed as small 
and only one as large• 
Of the seven L.bulgarlcjLS cultures six grew well 
at 45® C., all grew at room tenrperatui^, and t?/o at 15-20^ G. 
The growth of Idiese cultures at 45® Co was much more vigor­
-32-
ous than that of any of tlae other cultu2*es reported as 
showing growth at that temperatupe,. coagtilatiGn of the 
milk occurring in practically instance in less than 
I 24 hours# The only one which did not grow at 45® C« and 
the two which gi»ew at 15-20^ G. were the only ones In 
this group which were classed as small, 
Amo23g the 54 L»casei cultm»es, 11 gresar at 45® C,, 
!
42 at room temperature, and 40 at 15-20^ C. Kiere were 
12 cultures which failed to grow at any of tiiese temper­
atures and it is of interest to note that with one ex­
ception these ^yere the only strains classed as large in 
^*<^sLsei giTOup. Eie exception noted was the only 
^ large strain among the 11 which grew at 45® C» and also 
I the only large strain among the 42 which grew at room 
I temperature. One of the sma3J. strains wliicli grew at both 
45® G. and room teii5)erature failed to grow at 15-20® C, 
and was the only small strain which failed to do so. As 
I may be noted from the data in the table, growth at 45® G» 
was not vigorous as only four of t3ie 11 cultures which 
showed growth caused ecagiilation. On the other hand growth 
at room teu^erature was good, only three of the cultures 
which grew at this temperature failing to cause coagulation^ 
Growth at 15-20® C« was also good althou^ only four of 
i tbe 40 ctLltures whicli grew at this teroperature caused 
i coagulation in the seven day period# 
i Of tlie 86 culttrres,, 27 grew at 45® C., 62 at 3?oom 
I tenperature, 53 at 15-20® C.j 18 failed to gi»o^ at any of 
i these tei!:5>eratures • Although it has heen stated previously 
1'^ that 57® C. was used for incubation in the routine vrark 
with these cultures it should "be noted that not a3J. of 
them grew equally i^ell at that temperature, some of the 
1 $ cultures showing a tendency to slow up consideral3ly if not 
I 
i transferred at frequent intervals# All of those which i 
1 did not grow at any of the three temperatures- ^ust discuss-
J ed grew rather slowly even at 37® G» and three of th^ in 
'4 the group of L»acidophilus cultures isolated never pro-
: 
: 
I duced enough acid to cause coagulation even after a series 
:'5 
I of transfers covering nore than a year in tiir^» • 
i 
! I EPPECT CfF SURFACE tDEHSIOH OH GSOIVTH. 
!i5ie relation of surface tension to the activities 
: I of microorganisias has received coiaparatively little atten­
tion. Work along this line has been confined largely to 
cellular activity as it applSsa to vital phenomena. In 
connection with 'oacteria the principal intere^ has centered 
around the antiseptic properties of surface tension de­
pressants or upon the effect which they exert on other 
, materials used as disinfectants. Whether the effect is 
•"34— 
due to adsorption of the depressant on the sxirface of 
I the 'bacterial cells, tiros influencing the peraeability 
1 of the cell vmll to nutrientsor -whether due to differ-
i en&es in the structure of the protoplasm is a part of the 
p 
I problem -which has not yet been adequately explained® If,. 
I M ho-wever, these differences bet^reen bacterial cells do 
•;-I 
I e3:ist and cause fiindamsntally different reactions on the 
1 
I part of the organisias in -biie presence of surface tension 
i I depressants, even -though the mechanism of the action, is 
I not positively understood, it may serve as a practical 
1 
I means of differentiation* 
I 
: f Revieis- of Lit^rattire • i :•) 
^ Larson, Cantwell, and Hartzell (1919) found such 
! •'.5 
I cliaracters as suore formation aiai pellicle fonaation 
• i 
I Basubtilis to be entirely changed by lowered -sup^ce 
; i tension. 
• j Larson (1921) reported castor oil soap as the 
i best depressant because it was perfectly clear in water 
I solution and did not hydrolize readily. H© also siissest-
: ed lowered surface tension as favorable to the growth of 
intestinal organisms. 
Ayers, Rupp and Johnson (192S) confimied the -arork 
of Lsirson on the stability of sodium ricinoleate and its 
power as a depressant* They also found the coiiQ>ositioa 
and initisil i»eactlon of -fche jaedium, and the nature of the 
p depressant used lir5)ortant factors deteimining thie amount 
i of growtli of certain streptococci. Tbeir results showed 
11 
i streptococci in general to he suppressed at a hi^er 
I surface tension than intestinal bacteria such as B«coli 
i or B»aerogenes» Because of certain favorable character-
g is tics they suggested sodium glycocholate as the best 
J depressant for the group of organisms studied. 
I !E!he first investigators to recognize the possible 
n value of lowered surface tension as a means for differ-
j entiating between L.acidophilus and L«bulgaricus were 
I 
1 Albus and Holm (19S5) who reported that with sodium ricin-
oleate as the depressant the latter Tailed to gpoir/'at a 
surface tension below 40 dynes while the former was able 
I to grow at a stirface tension as low as 36 dynes. The 
weight-drop metiiod was used in determining surface ten­
sions. 
Kopeloff and Beerman (1926), using the s^e de­
pressant,. placed the lower limit of growth for L.bulgaricus 
at 42 dynes, while L.acidophilus was found to grow abui^d.-
antly at that and considerably lower surface tensions. In 
a second brief report of studies on nine cultures of 
L.acidophilus and six of L.bulgaricus the same investiga­
tors (1927) reported that all except one strain of the 
former were able to grow at a surface tension of three or 
-36-
I more dynes lower than any strain of L^Tyilgarictia in tiie 
4> 
s 
I presence of sodium ricinoleate. The average critical sur-
1 
I face tension v/ith this depressant was 37,9 dynes for 
1 I**acidophilus and 43.1 dynes for L^hulgaricus^ Two strains 
I 
i of L.acidophilus of proven therapeutic value grew at 55 
I dynes. Both grew at a lower surface tension with sodium 
f oleate than irith "equivalent concentrations" of sodium 
i ricinoleate. 
I Probisher (1926) found soditaa oleate to be the p 
I 
I most useful depressant as it was conparatively inert to 
I bacterial metabolism while sodium glycocholate was found 
I to be more subject to metabolism and more likely to be 
i 
I hydrolyzed by acids» 
Methods• 
In this investigation all surface tension measure-
I ments were made by the ring method with the Cenco-DiiHo"iiy 
tensiometer, the material tested being at 25® C. A small 
amount of the medium to be tested was placed in a two-incli 
cover glass 7;hich had been cleaned in hot cleaning solu­
tion^ rinsed in hot water, then rinsed in distilled water, 
and finally wiped dry with a clean towel and lens paper. 
Since trials had shown that the surface tension changed 
for a minute or two before reaching comparative equilibrium. 
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1 the deteminatlon was not made tintil two minates after 
i 
I the saiaple had been placed in the cover glass , She sur-
I face tension values presented represent the average of 
i several determinations, alidiough duplicates ordinarily 
I checked very closely when the preliminary wait of two 
i mimites was inade# 
The instrument was standardized "by the absolute 
j method and was checked in this manner and with distilled 
I water several times during the course of the experiments. 
Ihe value of g at Ames is 980.26. The forsiula r equals 
If then becomes r equals or 85.77, tSils 
value was used in the standardization. 
!Bie media used were medi\2m X and mediusn Y of 
Albus and Holm (1926) ^ medium M, which was made up ©sactly 
lij:re medium X esccept that the lactose replaced witli 
maltose5 beef infusion bouillon; arid whey peptone broi^i. 
In all cases 0.5 cc. of a 5% alcoholic solution of brom 
cresol purple per liter was used as an indicator and any 
change in color as compared to an uninoculated check tube 
accepted as evidence of growth, ^he use of an indicator 
has the added advantage of counterbalancing the difficul­
ties usiially encountered in detecting growth rapidly in 
a medium whicii sterilization causes to become cloudy after 
I -38-
I 
i 
i 
I a change in reaction or after the addition of some such 
I 
i material as those used as surface tension depressants, 
i ®2B bouillon was prepared by adding 1% lactose 
:! to tmneutralized 'beef infusion containing 1% Difco peptone 
•ri 
I and 0*5^ UaCl. She whey peptone broth was made by adding 
I 2^ Difco peptone, and 0«5J$ HaCl to whey secured by coagu-
;j lating fresh skim milk -with rennet^ heating to shrirtk the 
curd and then straining throu^ cheese cloth. Althou^ the 
latter meditaa formed a heavy precipitate on sterilisation, 
I the iiaiicator obviated errors in detectiiig growth. 
In several preliminary trials the n^thod of adding 
a solution of the depressant to a tube of medium Tffas 
foT2nd to be tinsatisfactory so the method adopted for the 
rest of the vfork was that of adding the depressant direct­
ly to the medium until it was found by trial that appi>ox-
imately the desired surface tension had been reached. As 
a rule the surface tension was ali^tly hi^er after 
sterilization so it was adjusted to a point slightly lower 
than was desired in the finished medium. Bie material 
was then tubed and sterilized in the autoclave and the 
surface tension again checked before inoculation. 
!2he sodium ricinoleate ujsed as a surface tension 
depressant was prepared in this laboratory after the method 
of Halvorson (1925). 
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•i 
1 Othep depressants used v^rere commercial prepara-
i taons. i 
She reaction of the mediian "sms determined before 
the fiiml adjustment of the surface tension ard. checked 
J; 
'< •befo3?« tubing to allo*ijf for any necesjjary readjustments. 
\ All pH determinations were made by the colorimetric 
I method as outlined by Brown (1924),. 
1 All of the cultures i^ere carried in litnrus lallk 
I and in all cases the special aedium was inoculated from 
•I litasis zailk cultures -j^hich had been inctibated at 57^ C« 
i for 48 hours; the sane sized loop was used throu^-out for 
1 all transfers. 
1; 
Fi 
i Results Obtained. 
I 
©le effect of lowered surface tension on the growth 
of 27 cultures in nediuca X and aedium Y using sodiun tauro-
\ cholate and sodium glycocholate as depressiants is siiown 
j by the data presented in Sable III. 
I 1!he pH of medium X without depressant was 5.8 and 
; 
i the •dH values of two lots of this mediisn wjfii 0.2 and 0.5 
3 
] grams of sodium taurocholate per 100 cc» v?ere 5.8 and 6.0 
J respectively. The surface tensions of these three lots 
\ of this-medium were 51.0^ 42.1, and 58.4 dynes respectively < 
The pH values of two lots of the same medium with the 
! 
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same amotints of sodium glycocholate -srere 6.0 and 5.9, 
aiid the surface tensions 59.5 and 58.5 dynes respect­
ively o 
All of the 27 ciiltures grei®- in meditim X without 
depressant, and only one of these failed to grow in 
this meditrra with the surface tensions reduced to 42.1 
and 58.4 dynes with sodiim taurocholate. She culture 7/hich. 
failed to grow T/as one of those classed as large in the 
group of L»acidophilus cultures isolated. With soditaa 
glycocholate as the depressant in this medium five cultures 
failed to grow at 39.5 dynes, and 25 failed to grow at 
58.5 dynes» Of the five cultures Y/hich did not grow 
at the hi^er surface tension one was in the laboratory 
L.acidophilas grotjp, two in the L.bulgaricus group,' and 
two in the isolated L.acidophilus group. These y/ere all 
1 classed as large. The two cultures which grew at the 
lower surface tension were an L.easel and an isolated 
L.acidophilus both of which were classed as small. 
©18 pE of medium Y without depressant was 5.5, 
and the pE values of two lots of this meditisi with 0.1 
and 0.2 grams of sodiim tatirocholate per 100 cc. -gsrere 
5.8 in both cases* Eie sustface tensions in the three lots 
of this medium were 52.0^ 47.0, and 45.0 dynes respect­
ively. 2he pS values of tv/o lots of the same mediusa 
with the same amoimts of sodium glycocholate were also 
I 5.8 in both cases, and the surface tensions were 45«5 
I i and 42.0 dynes respectively. 
Twenty-five of the 27 cultures grew in mediTtm Y 
I without depressant® One of the two cultures which failed 
•J 
I to grow in this anedium without depressant did grow in it 
I during later trials* Of the 25 cultures which grew^ four 
I failed to grow witii the surface tension depressed to 47.0 
I dynes with sodium taurocholate • One of these was in ttie 
I laboratory acidophilus group, tv70 in the L.bulgaricua 
1 group^ and one in the isolated L.acidophiluis group - all 
^ were classed as large. With the surface tension of 45.0 
I dynes the sanie cultures failed to grow with the exception 
1 of the L.acidophilus culture from a laboratory source, 
i With sodium glycocholate as the depressant in tiiis medium 
the same four cultures failed to grow at a surface tension 
of 45.5 dynes, and nine, including these four^ failed to 
grov/ at 42.0 dynes. Of the five additional cultures one 
^as in the L.bulgaricus group,, one in the L.easel group, 
ard the other three in the labora-bory L^acidophilug group. 
Two of the lattei' were cultures A5a and A3b, althou^ 
culture A3 from which they were obtained did grow. !I3ie 
L. easel culture was classed as small, and the other four 
cultures"as large. 
I !15iere are seve2?al comparisons which can reaxiily 
I be made from the results of these trials. Marked differ-
i 
I ence is evident in the growth of these cultures at a s-ur-
I face tension of 38«4 dynes in medium X with sodium taoro-
•1 
I chelate as the depressant and in the same medixsm depressed 
•'T 
I to 58«5 dynes with sodium glycocholate althou^ the same 
amounts of depressant were used in both cases. The re-
I suits obtained with medium X dep2»essed to 42.1 dynes with 
sodium taurocholate are also quite different from those 
I obtained with medium Y depressed to 42.0 dynes with sodium 
glycocholate. In the former case only one culture did not 
! grow, whereas in the latter, nine cultures which had grown 
in the medium without depressant failed to grow at the 
; reduced surface tension.- In i±Lese instances also the san© 
amounts of depressants were used. 
Because of the apparent inconsistencies noted and 
because of the fact that such large amounts of these de­
pressants were necessary to appreciably lower liie surface 
tensions of these media, it seemed advisable to use a 
depressant having better properties. Sodium oleate was 
then used since various investigators had suggested it as 
a valuable material coiabining strong depressing power with 
other good qualities* 
13ie results of two trials in which sodium oleate 
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was used as the depressant ar-e presented in Table 17. 
The pH of neditsa X v/ithout depiressant was 6.4 
and the pH values of two lots of this medium with 0.17 
and 0.23 grams of sodium, oleate per 100 cc. were 6.7 
and 6.8 respectively. The surface tensions of these three 
lots of this medium were 50.0, 38.5, and 35.5 dynes 2?e-
spectively. 
All of the 27 cultures grew in the medium without 
depressant and in that depressed to 58.5 dyness four failed 
to g3?ow at 55.5 dynes. These four culta3?es grew in the 
same medium depressed to 38.4 dynes with sodium tauro-
cholate but were among the five which failed to grow at 
59.5 dynes with sodium glycocholate as the depressant. 
It was indicated in connection with the previous trial 
that one of these cultures was in the laboratory L. acid­
ophilus group, two in the L.bulgaricus grotg), and one in 
the isolated L.acidophilus group and that all were classed 
as large. 
The pH of medium Y without depressant was 6.6 and 
the pH values of the two lots of this medixtm with 0.2 
and 0.25 grams of sodium oleate per 100 ce. were 7.0 
and 6.7 respectively. The sui^ace tensions of these three 
lots of this medium were 51.5, 43.0 and 36.8 dynes re­
spectively. 
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!!?wenty-six of the 27 ciiltures grew in medium Y 
without depressant. !Eae ciiltxire which failed to g2?ow 
was one of the two which failed to grow in this meditsm 
in the p2»evious trial# It did not grow in this Eiedi"am 
with soditia oleate added. Two L.bulgaricus cultures 
failed to grow at a surface tension of 43.0 dynes, and 
six cultures, including these two, failed to grow at 
56«8 dynes. One of the four additional cultures was in 
laboratory 
the L»bulgaricus group, and three in the/L.acidophilus 
group. These six cultures were among those which did 
not grow in the same nedium at 42.0 dynes with sodium 
glycocholate as the depressant, sind all were classed as 
large• 
It is noticeable from these data that laost oS the 
cultures were able to g3?ow in these two media at lower 
surface tensions with sodium oleate as the depressant than 
with either sodiua taurocholate or soditca glycocholate. 
•Ihe cultures which failed to grow at the lower surface 
tensions in this trial were among those which were inhib­
ited by reduced surface tensions with sodium taurocholate 
and sodium glycocholate. 
liSie work of several investigators and preliminary 
trials made in the present work indicated that sodium 
i»icl£ioleate was a nrore satisfactory depressant tiagn any 
p2revio!isly used* Ifeeh smaller asKxaats we2?er necjesas2?y 
to secm?e tlie ^siped stirfac© tensions and tissre apjmj?-
entl7 ms less chajige in the st22?fac© tej^lon ot a jaailisa 
duriing ste^iliatlon® It %ms aeco!?di2isly nsed in the 
pest of ti^ sTE2??ace termion studies.: 
1!he data ofeifeained. fpcsa t^o trials in -wSiicsh medinm 
X aiid sodiiam ricinoleate isrei'e used are p2?esented in 
Table ? * 
•Sh© pH iralaos of the laBdimu i;?ithout dep3?GSsajit 
in th© ts?o t:?ials ^ re 6»7 aad 6*2# ©as pH values of th© 
tvro lots of this raodiom wit3x 0.04 aijd 0»<X© gram of 
sodiica riciiioleate i>©2? 100 cc« i®ere lilaesise 5»Y arsi 
Tiie sm»face tensions of the aediTsa v/ithout depi?essaiit in 
each t3?xal Tae2?e 50»5 and 48*0 d-yaes respectively^ and 
with depressaiit 37*4 and 40*0 dynes reapectiirely* 
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! 
L»easei gpoup^ three of vshich were classed as siaall and 
four as large. 
As in the previous trials there appears to be 
! 
! some correlation betvveen the various characters of -tiie 
caltures failing to grow at reduced stirface teimions, 
i 
particularly in sise. 
The data obtained from one trial in wh3.ch jsiediura 
Y and sodium ricinoleate were used are presented in 
Table 
She pE value of this mediism without depressant 
was 6«6 and with 0.012 grams of sodiim ricinoleate per 
100 cc-« it was 6«4. The surface tensions of these tv/o 
lots of the medium were 50.0 and 59 ®4 dynes respectively. 
Of the 60 cultures tested, one faile-d to grovj-
in the medium without depressant and also at the reduced 
surface tension.- Hhis v/as the same culture which failed 
to grow in this medium in previous trials. 
In order to check the ability of the cultures to 
ferment maltose one trial wsls made -cfith medium M i^hich 
was of the same eon^osition as medium X except that 
maltose was substituted for lactose^» The data obtained 
from this trial are presented in Table ¥11. 
The pH value of the medium botii with and without 
sodium ricinoleate was 6«6. The surface tension of the 
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lot Y;itliotit depressant was 51«0 dynes, while tiiat of 
the lot with 0*023 gpa22S of the depressant per 100 cc. 
was 39.0 dynes. 
PoTiP of the 72 cultures tested failed to grow 
in the medium without dep2»essant» Th3?es of these were 
in the L^bulgaricus group and one in i5ie group of L.acid-
ophilus culttipes from laboratory sources; all were 
classed as large. Hin© cultures^ including these foup, 
did not grow at the reduced stirfac© tension. Of ths 
nine, three were L.acidophilus from laboratories, five 
Vfere L.bulgarieus:j and one an isolated L. acidophilus 
culture J all T/ere classed as large. The L.bulgaricus 
cultures were all of the large ones in that group. The 
isolated L.acidophilus culture was the on© which had pre­
viously failed to grow under reduced su2?face tensions. 
One surface tension trial v/as laade with beef in­
fusion bouillon, "fhe data obtained are presented in 
tajjle yiii. 
5h.e pE values of the bouillon v7ithout depressant 
and that of the lot with 6.25 milligrams of sodium 
ricinoleate per 100 cc. were both 6.6. The surface ten­
sions were 46.0 and S9.6 dynes respectisrely. 
Of the 60 cultm»es tested, two fail<^ to grow in 
the medium without depressant^ the growth of many of the 
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other cultTiPes was not vigopoDs# One of the two v/hich. 
did not grow was the isolated L^aeldoiih.iltia culture 
ipYhich had previously failed to g3?ow in ineditaa Y, and tlie 
other was a slow growing L«easel strain; Taoth cultures 
were classed as large. Seventeen c-oltures, including 1±ie 
tv»'o just discussed, did net groisr under the reduced surface 
tension. Of these^ six Tjere laboratory L»acidophiluj3 
cultures5 two Lohulgaricus cultures, one the I>»acidophilas 
strain discussed above, and eiglit L.casei cultures• With 
the exception of one laboratory Loacidophilus strain, 
these -Tsrere all classed as large* "Hie one small culture 
did grov7y however, in all other trials with reduced sur­
face tensions except once when sodium glycocholate was 
used. The large strains among the L.acido^iilus and 
L.bulgaricxLs groups were practically all the sane oijbs 
which had shov»n tendencies of being inhibited in other 
trials with reduced sxirface tensions. 
l^ey peptone broth was found to be an excellent 
aediun for the gro\7th of the orgariissis studied, l^'it^i 
one or tvYo exceptions all of the cultures grew vigorously 
in it. Ttie data obtained in two surface tension trials 
with this medium are presented in Table IX, 
The pH of this medium, in trial X, both with and 
TETithout depressant, was 6.5. The surface tension of the 
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meditim without depressant was 43.1 dynes, and that of 
the lot with 0.025 grains of sodirim ricinoleate per 100 cc» 
was 57•S dynes* 
The 87 croltures tested in trial 1 all g2?ew well 
in Idas saedium without depressant while 58 failed to grow 
at the reduced surface tension. Among the L»acidophilus 
and L«bulgarieus cultures the ones which did not grow 
were in general those which consistently exhibited the 
same characteristics in the previous surface tension 
studies. It is of interest to note that the three small 
strains in the laboratory L.acidophilus group were simong 
six which grew, and the two small L.bulgaricus ctiltures 
were fee only ones in that group which grew. Ihere 
appeared to be no correlation in the characters of the 
CTiltures v/hich did or did not grow in the L.easel and 
isolated acidophilxis groups. 
In trial 2 the pH of the iiiediuifl both v/ith and 
without depressant, was 6.7. The surface tension of the 
medium without depressant was 48.0 dynes,, and that of 
the lot with 0.04 grams of depressant per 100 cc. was 
39.0 dynes. The apparent discrepancy in the amounts 
of depressant necessary in trial 1 and trial 2 may be 
accounted for in part at least by the difference between 
the surface tensions of the basic media. 
-56-
0£ the 87 cultiipes tested in trial 2, one failed 
to grow in 1iie medium v/ithout sodlm ricinoleate althou^ 
it gp©s7 in the nediTiia with the depressant, Hine cultiires 
failed to grow in the meditca at a surface tension of 
39.0 dynes . Of these, tv/o were in the laboratory 
ophilug group, fotir in the L^bulgaric-gs group,, one in 
the isolated L»acidophilus group, and two in the L*ca3ei 
group5 liiese cultm^es were all classed as large# 
CHARACTER AM) mOXm OP ACID PRODUCED. 
The total amount of acid and the isomeric form of 
lactic acid produced in milk by the lactobacilli has for 
many years been a question over v/hich there has been a 
great deal of controversy among those who have studied 
this character of the organisms. Any regular difference 
existing between the various species in this regard might 
be considered a valid character upon which- to base de­
cisions as to the proper identification of an organism 
because it is one which is constant and which can be 
determined accurately. With certain other lactic acid 
formers, such as Streptococcus lactis^ this is a char­
acter which has been definitely established as constant 
and is accepted as one point which it is perfectly safe 
to use in the identification of members of the species. 
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Tiie aiaoimt of volatile acid produced, wliile 
possibly of less significance from the standpoint of 
sepa2»ating these organisms than the isomeric modifica­
tion of lactic acid foiled, is of considerable import­
ance in other respec1;s« The characteristic flavor of 
certain types of hard claeese has been ascribed in large 
measure to the volatile acids produced during ripening. 
That the L.casei types play an important part in this 
process is a generally accepted view,: and part of their 
effect at least may be due to the volatile acid which 
they produce. 
A comparison of the total acid and volatile acid 
production of L»caseiy L»acidophilus, and L.btilgaricus 
as well as a study of the type of acid formed by cul­
tures of L»acidophilus seemed to be advisable because of 
the possible value •which these characters might have 
in the proper identification and classification of 
members of these species• 
Review of Literature. 
One of the earliest reports on the type of lactic 
acid produced by the lactobacilll is that of Orla-Jensen 
(1904) who stated that B.easel epailon may produce over 
2*7% of inactive lactic acid in milk# The zinc lactate 
prepared from the acid contained 18.^ of 1^0 of crystal­
-53-
lization and 27.5^ of ZnO; it shelved no rotatory proper­
ties# The volatile acid produced by this organism was 
foTind to be somewhat more than that produced by Bacterim 
lactis acidlo Most of the volatile acid was found to 
be acetic with only small amounts of formic and propionic. 
Grigoroff (1905) stated that his Bacillus 
(B .bulgaricua) produced the inactive form of lactic acid. 
Bertrand and Weisweiller (1906) concluded from 
a study of cultures of B»bulgaricus supplied by Metchni-
koff that the lactic acid produced by the organisms was 
a mixture of the laevo and dextro fonas^ with the latter 
predominating- Th© acid was reported as being prac­
tically all lactic with about 3% succinic,- and probably 
some formic and acetic* 
©le statement of Luerssen and S8hn (1908) that 
the whey from milk fermented by B»bulgarictts turned 
polarized li^t to the ri^t is of questionable value. 
Eeinemann and Hefferan (1909) found the acid 
produced by B.balgaricus to be inactive without a trace 
of Idle active form being left in the moliier liquor 
after removing the sine salts. They found 5»8-6«l^ of 
the total acid produced to be volatile» The nature of 
the volatile acids was not deteiroined. 
.59. 
Beptpand and Biicliacek (1909) reported tij© pro­
duction Ox equal amounts of laevo and dextro acids by 
B»l3ulgayigus from glucose, galactose, levulose, and 
marmose "but tor soiae unexplained reason a relative ex­
cess of tiie latter in milk. They also stated that small 
amounts of succinic^ formic, and acetic acids were pro­
duced# 
White and Avery (1910) found their hi^ acid 
type (Type A) from yogjiurt, laazun, and leben forjsied eil^er 
inactive or laevo acid, Yirhile their low acid type {Type B) 
foiled principally laevo^ nore rarely inactive or dextro. 
All of their cultures produced small amounts of volatile 
acids, the exact aisount and nature of v^aich were not 
determined. 
Varying results were obtained by Ourrie (1911) 
who found that hi^ acid strains of B •bulgarigus from 
various sources formed an excess of dextro acid* T?/o 
cu2ture& from milk soiired at 58® C« fomed inactive and 
laevoi two from cheddar cheese fom^d dextro and in­
active; two from Cheddar cheese formed inactive ar>fl 
laevoj one from the same sotirce formed only laevoj of 
20 other strains, 13 formed dextro only and seven inactive 
only. He also stated that some strains of B.bulgarlcus 
might produce small amounts of succinic acid, which mi^t 
-so-
i 
I 
i 
\ I 
I account for its presence in Cheddar cheese. 
I In a study of the lactic acid in Cheddar cheese, 
I Eai*t» Hastings, Flint, and Evans (1914) isolated organ-
{ 
1 
I l.gma "belonging to the group which they called Bacteriion. 
j caseij one of tliese produced laevo lactic acid and tvjo 
dextro. A mixture of the two types gave the racemic acid 
•with a slight excess of laevo# They deterrained that 
i two cultures held in sterile milk for seve2?al months pro-
I duced among other acids much acetic, some propionic, "but 
no formic, hu^jyric, or caproic. 
Hunter and Bushnell (1916) found that the average 
i 
of the ratio of non-volatile to volatile acids produced 
"by six cultures of B.bulgaricus from silage ¥/as 1.0 to 
i O.Sl; the acid 'sras produced in milk incnibated at 55° C» 
for 42 days. 
Eeinemann and Ecker (1916) determined the form 
I of lactic acid produced in milk "by three strains of the 
I Boas-Oppler "bacillus from ^ stric ulcers and found it to 
1 i "be laevo. !2his organism was considered identical with 
B ."bulgaricus "by Eeinejaarm. and Hefferan (1909) and "by 
Gait and lies (1915). 
Or la-Jensen (1921) reported ghermobacteriiaa "bul-
garicum (Bacillus "bulgaricu^) as producing up to 1.7^ 
of laevo acide 
In a study of 15 cultures of DSdei'lein'^s 
vaginal bacillcis aud S»acidopMlns^ J"5tten (1922) fo-ond 
tliat all formed inactive lactic acid| a slight ajnotmt 
of volatile acid was found* 
Mcintosh^ James and Lasams - Barlo\Y (1924) re­
ported that Dodds found B»acidophilus «• odontolyticus 
which some investigato2»s consider as identical with 
L>acidophiras, produced malic acid with only a trace of 
lactic. 
Pederson, Peterson, and Fred (1926) found that 
a sample of acidophilus ailk contained & slight excess 
of laevo acid. The milk liad not "been sterilized "before 
inoculation so the results are comparaole to those found 
with naturally soured 2u.lks« 
Eopeloff (1926) stated that unpublished resiilts 
of Zoller show that "the non-volatile acid of acidophilus 
is found to he entirely dextro-lactic acid, no traces 
of succinic or other acid being present". ZoUer further 
gave as his opinion that the stereomorphism of the lactic 
acid constituted one point of differentiation between 
L« acidophilus and L.bulgaricus. One ctilture of L^bulgap-
icus produced laevo lactic acid. He also reported that 
aisong the different strains studied uniformity "Was found 
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in the production of Yoiatile acids, 5-10^ of the total 
acid being volatile| these appeared to be about 50% 
formic, and nearly equal amounts of acetic and p3?opionlc« 
Methods. 
FORM OP LA.CTIG ACID; The method of determining 
the form of lactic acid by examination of the zinc lactates 
was followed in this s^ody. The acid was produced by 
growing tiie organisias in flasks of milk held at 37° C* 
for one week# The lactates were then prepared by a dry 
or a wet ext2»action laethod. 
DR? EXTRACTION METHODz !Bie whey was obtained from the 
fermented lailk by heating the flask of milk in hot water 
and filtering off the v/hey throxi^ paper* The separation 
of the whey was usually facilitated also by the addition 
of 5 cc« of k/1 ^ SO^ pep 100 cc# of milk before heating. 
The whey was then evapoi»ated down to a small volume over 
a water bath, after v;hich plaster of Paris was added to 
the warm concentrated whey and rapidly worked in to pre­
vent the formation of a firai mass. The proper amount of 
plaster of Paris readily took up all of the liquid and 
formed material which could be easily C2?umbled and handled. 
The lactic, acid was extracted by putting the whey and 
plaster of Paris mixture in a thint>le and extracting with 
ether for about 24 hours« The ether dripped on the 
—6S~ 
material in the thimble, seeped thpoiigh it to the bottom 
of the container which rested on a hot plate, was 
evaporated and recondensed to cooQjlete the cycle. The 
ether and dissolved materials were transferred to a 
beaker and the ether allowed to evaporate, after which 
water was added and then ZnCO^ in excess. The mixture 
was decolorized by boiling with animal charcoal. It was 
then filtered and the insoluble material v/aahed on the 
filter paper vrith hot water. The filtrate was evaporated 
and allowed to crystallize as completely as possible be­
cause of the difference in the solubility of the salts of 
the active and inactive acids. The salts were 2?ec3?ystal-
lized once and sometiiaes twice, dried and finely ground^ 
after which they were allowed to air dry to practically 
constant weight. 
?jET EXTRACTIOK siETHOD: The whey for the wet extract;ion 
method was obtained in the same mamer as outlined above. 
The eldcier soluble material was then extracted from 600 cc. 
of the whey in a Kutscher and Steudel extraction, appara­
tus, using an extraction period of 48 or 72 hours. The 
preparation,, purification, and recove3?y of the zinc 
lactates was then done in the same maimer as outlined for' 
the dry extraction method. 
The purified zinc lactates were studied In the 
following mamiei*: The percenfe HgO of crystallisation 
^jiras determined "by heating the air d!?y salts to practic­
ally constant weight at 108 to lio'^ C . With some of 
the preparations the effect of the salt on polarized 
li^t was determined, while with most of them the percent 
of ZnO was found by biirning a known weight. 
20TAL A]SD VOLATILE ACZD: For the determinations 
of the total and volatile acidities, 325 cc. portions of 
skim milk sterilized in pint milk bottles were inoculated 
with the organisms being studied and incubated at 37® G» 
for one v/eek. The total acidity was determined by ti­
trating 20 gram samples with u/lO KaOE using phenol-
phthalein as an indicator, ^e results were calculated 
in terms of percent lactic acid. 
©le volatile acid was determined by distillation 
as outlined by Hammer and Bailey (1319) and Hajiimer (1920). 
250 gram portions of the fermented milk were distilled 
v/ith steam after the addition of 15 cc« of approximately 
IJ/l H2S0^» The first 1000 cc« of distillate were ti­
trated wi1±L h/IO HaOE using phenolphlilialein as an indica­
tor and the .results eroressed as the namber of cc. of 
IT/10 HaOH required to neutralize the acid in this fraction 
of distillate. Although the method probably does not 
yield all of the possible acids it is considered suffic-
65' 
lently accurate for comparative results. 
Results Obtained. 
FORM OF LA.CSIC ACID: The data obtained from 
the study of the isomeric form of lactic acid produced 
in milk by 12 cultures of L>acidophilus are presented 
in Table X* 
The percent H 0 of crystallisation varied fros. 
2 
12.795 to 18»15, the lower figures apparently represent­
ing pure active salts {-fceoretical - 12.885^ for active) 
and the higher figures pure or alnost pure inactive salts 
(theoretical - 18.18^ for inactive)• Ei^t cultures 
gave acid which was largely active, and four gave largely, 
if not entirely, the inactive acid. Seven of the eight 
cultures giving active acid were from original isolations, 
while the ei^th and the four giving largely inactive 
acid from other laboratories® In every case in 
TThich the zinc lactate represented largely active acid 
the rotation was laevo so that the free acid was of the 
dextro fona. 
From the results of the study ?^th these cultures 
of L. acidophilus it is evident that the type of lactic 
acid produced was not uniform but varied from pure active 
to practically pure inactive with mixtures of these be-
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tween tlie extremes. 
The percent ZnO in the zinc lactates agreed 
quite veil in most instances with the theoretical for 
this salt (theoretical - 53.46^ for the anhydrous salt). 
In soEje instances the amount of salt available for this 
determination was rather small for highly accurate re­
sults. 
There appears to "be a certain amount of correla­
tion betjyeen the type of acid formed by these cultures 
and some of the other characters ?Jh.ich have been dis­
cussed. Six of the 12 cultures -siere classed as large 
and six as snail (Table 1). Pour of these large strains 
grew at 45® C. but not at 15-20*^ C* (Table II). The same 
four were among six which failed to grow at a surface 
tension of 57.4 dynes in medium X although all grew at 
40 dynes (Table V), and one of them did not ferment maltose 
(Table VII). These four were among five of the twelve 
v;hich were secured from other laboratories and were also 
the same four which produced largely or entirely inactive 
lactic acid. 
TOTAL AHD VOIATILE ACID: Total and volatile acid 
determinations were made on 66 cultures j the data se­
cured are presented in Table XI. The resiilts on approx­
imately half of the cultures represent duplicate determina-
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tions, v;3ille on lihe other half they represent single 
determinations, because such a close agreement was found 
"between duplicates that single determinations v/ere con­
sidered accurate enoxigh for comparative purposes. 
The total acid production varied quite widely, 
the lovjrest value foimd being 0*22^ and the highest 
2«52^« Ten cultures produced less than acid, six 
more than 2^, and the remaining 50 between 1 and 2^, 
Among the ten lowest acid producers there seemed to be 
some correlation of characters: they v/ere all classed 
as large5 seven of them did not grov/ at 45® room 
temperature^ or 15-20® C.; they were all among the 
cultures which gren slowlj at 37° C., and idiree of 
them in over a year of frequent transfers never produced 
sufficient acid to cause coagulation of milk. Five of 
them seemed to be able to grovj at a lower surface tension 
than the other five. Of the sis cuJItures producing 
more than 2^ acid three were in the L.bulgaricus group, 
ts?o in the laboratory L« ac idophilua group, and one in 
the L>easei group. All except the last were classed as 
O O 
large; grew readily at 45 C. but not at 15-20 C.j 
and failed to grow at the lower surface tensions, 
2he volatile acidities also varied viidely, the 
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values found ranging from 4»7 to 41,7-."^ There did not 
appear to "be any striking difference in the amotm.t of 
volatile acid produced by the ten lowest acid producers 
except in two instances# Althou^ the figures are low 
they are approximately proportional to the values ob­
tained frcas the other ciiltures studied. Tn.e two ex­
ceptions noted deserve coriSideration inasrmich as both 
cultures were isolated from calf feces and exhibited 
almost identical characteristics .throughout the study. 
These strains were among the thi»ee which did not pro­
duce sufficient acid to coagulate rrdlk and yet the amount 
of volatile acid was higher in proportion to the total 
acid than in the case of any of the other cultures. 
Among the six high acid producers the two L«acMophiltia 
cultui^ produced the highest volatile aeidities al­
though their total acid production 'ssras lov/est among 
these csultures. 
Considering the 66 cultures studied there does 
not seem to be any regular variations in the total or 
volatile acid production which can be considered of 
As stated under methods these values 
represent the ntmber of cc, of H/10 
"HaOH required to neutralize the acid 
in tiie fi!?st liter of distillate. 
papuiculap significance i>om the standpoint of identi­
fication and classification. It appears in a general 
however J, that the L* acidophiltis culttires produced 
slightly higher amoxints of volatile acids than the 
others since values over 30 were obtained from several 
of them, none from the L.foulgaricus cultures, and from 
only an occasional L«easel culture* 
PROSEIH DBDOM?OSn?IOII* 
She role of L^easei in the ripening of cheese 
of the Smmental and Cheddar types has received a great 
deal of attention# Since the-.aisb^inf'"of-soluble nitrogen 
• • 
in these types is knoirni to in&rea'se during the period 
I in which L»casel is dominajnt it is natural-to assume 
that the brealcing down of the protein is due to the 
activity of organisms of this species* Several investi­
gators have shovm this proteolytic action in milk# The 
proteolytic ability of L>acidophilus and L.bulgaricus 
has not occasioned as much investigation because "Khis 
particular character has less economic significance than 
with L«easel > A cortiparison of the increases in the 
amounts of soluble nitrogen brought about by these or-
ganisins in inilk seeiaed to be desirable in a study of 
their various iiapo3?tant ciiaracters. 
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Re-viev/ of Literature. 
As early as 189*7 von Freudenreicli found that 
not only enz^es mi^t be active in cheese but 12iat the 
organissas of the 3 •easel type vjhich 'sere present in 
large numbers mi^t be of considerable importance through 
their ability to increase the soluble nitrogen in milk. 
In 1S99 he again took exception to the prevalent enzytae 
theory of cheese ripening by pointing out some of the 
chemical activities of the bacteria present in cheese 
during ripening. He reported Bacillus epsilony which 
he considered the prissary agent in the process^ as pro­
ducing considerable amounts of soluble nitrogen in mill: 
cultures; the filtrate from^ a 9 -uionths sacople contained 
0.255^ !I, and the filtrates from tTfro 13 months aamplss 
0.222^ and 0«246^ while the hi^est result froH un-
inoculated milk was 0.053^ ll» 
Orla-Jensen (1904) corrob02?a.ted the work of 
von Freudenreich in a biological study of cheese ripen­
ing and presented data sho^^ring that Bacteritga easel alpha 
and Bacteriugi casei epsilon were both vigorous destroyers 
of casein in milk to 7/hicli CaCOg had been added;, the 
latter being the more vigorous in this respect. 
?Jhite and Avery (1910) stated that bacilli of 
the B.hulgaricus type had little or no action on casein 
or fat in milk but tiiat tiiey produced a bitter acrid 
taste whicii mi^^t be due to tlie cleavage of these 
products• 
Hastings, Evans, and Hart (1912) found tiiat 
eigjit cultures of lactic "baeilli after 3 months incuba­
tion in ailk caused increases in the soluble nitrogenj 
the percentages varied from 12.5 to 62 
Evans-, Hastings,, and Sart (1914) concluded that 
their BaeteriiiEi easel group was responsible for the 
pungent flavor developirsg late in the ripening period 
of both raw-milk and pasteuriaed-nllk cheeses* 
Eart^ Eastings Flint, and Evans (1914) reported 
that members of the B.easel group were able to toTm 
ammonia in milk but not in appreciable aaounts. 
Ealp and Rettger (1924) reported that L«bulgarlcus 
ar*d L» acidophilus broke do^m approxirsiately 2 to 6^ of 
the milk proteins; this tsras determined as the residual 
nitrogen after the'peptone and dl-smino nitrogen was 
fourwi* 
?/eigmann (1924) reviewed the question of cheese 
ripening and brou^^t out the fact that the B> easel 
t^es have been shoim by ntanerous investigators to act 
on the casein, increasing the soluble nitrogen products 
suda as amino acids and tims have an Influence in pro-
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ducing the charaeteristic flavor# 
Methods• 
increase in soluble nitrogen brouglit about 
in milk, v/lth and Yiithoiit CaCOgjj oj sor-ie of the lac to-
bacilli being studioi v^'&s detersiined by •&.© folloifing 
method: 
Pour pint milk bottles containing 200 grsms of 
skim milk x^ere prepared for each culture: 8 grams of 
GaGO and a fe^v pieces of glass if ere added to each, of two 
5 
of the bottles. 2he total weight of each bottle arid 
contents 7/as recorded on a label placed on the cottoii 
plu^. After sterilization in the autoclaire at 15# for 
50 minutes • and cooling, the four bottles were a^oculated 
vrlth the culture^, this provided for duplicate determina­
tions on each culture both with and wi-feoi-it CaGO„« They 
were incubated at S7 G« for one week after which, 
were held at room temperature for -the remainder of a 30 
day period in o2?der to avoid excessive emporation. 2he 
bottles containing the CaCO \fere carefully shaken every 
o 
day, the glass facilitating thorough dis-tribution. of the 
carbonate• 
At the end of tlie incubation one cc, of glacial 
acetie acid was add-ed to each bottle aM iiie milk heated 
o 
to 60 Co by standing the bottle in a pan of hot water* 
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t 
I 
I 
!I3ie mili: was held at this teiaperatti2»e f02? about 20 
mimtes and, after cooling, stifficient distilled water 
was added to correct the weight of each bottle to the 
original• The whey was then recovered by filtering 
through paper; the nitrogen content of the filtrates 
was determined by the SJeldahl method, using 25 cc» por­
tions. !I5b.e distillate was collected in 15 cc« of u/s 
HgSO^ and back titrated with u/lO UaOH with alizarin as 
an indicator, ^e soluble nitrogen in the iminoculated 
samples was determined in the sane manner. 
The total nitrogen of the original milk was 
determined by t^e Kjeldahl method. Calculated on the 
basis of 25 cc. of milk, the number of cc. of u/lO 
acid neutralized by the distillate was practically 100. 
The percent soluble nitrogen in the sterilized iminoculated 
and inoculated milk could accordingly be determined dir­
ectly from the titration figuresj the percent soluble 
nitrogen, then, was the figure obtained by subtracting 
the cc- of H/IO UaOH used in back titrating the 15 <JC. 
of k/5 HgSO^ from the k/IO equivalent of this acid. The 
values from the duplicate uninoculated samples subtracted 
from figures similarly obtained on the inoculated portions 
gave the actual increase in solable nitrogen due to 
bacterial action. 
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Results Obtained. 
The results obtained on tiie proteolytic action 
on milk of 15 cultures of lactobacilli are shown by the 
data presented in Table XII • 
PiTe L.acidophilt'us cultures f2?offl laboratory 
sources in milk without CaCOg caused increases in the 
percent of soluble nitrogen varyiiig from 1.0 to 5,4:%; 
foui? of these cultures in milk with CaCO„ caused increases 
o 
varying from 1.3 to 3*S% (the deteinnination on the fifth 
was not made). Bae culture causing the hi^est increase 
in the Without CaOOg did not eauae the higjiest in-
crease with Ga€0_» Two isolated L.acidophilus cultures 
^ ' 
in milk without GaCO^ caused increases of 1»6 and 
in niilk lifi-Qi CaCO_ the increases were S«5 and ll^SJo re-
O 
spectively. 
Pour L.bulgaricus cultures in milk vd.thout CaCO^ 
produced increases of 1.0 to witii CaCO^ the in­
creases were 3.2 to 19.2^, the highest results in each 
case being with the same culture, The increases were 
hi^er in the inilk with CaCO in every instance. 
5 
Five L.*casei cultures in milk without CaCO^ caused 
increases of 1.2 to with CaCO^ the increases were 
2.6 to 14.0^, iih© higjiest results in each case bsiiag 
with taie same culture. The increases with this group of 
-76a 
TABLE XII 
Data on inepease in soluble 
nitrogen in milk inoculated witii 
various cultures* 
Culture Percent increase 
: without CaCOg 
• 
: with. CaGOg 
A1 1.0 3.8 
A3 5o4 2.9 
A5 4.4 3.4 
A7 4.0 
AS 2*5 •* tj# 
B1 1.0 3.2 
B2 3.3 11. S 
B3 3.7 8.4 
35 6.7 19.2 
C5 3.5 14.0 
C12 1*2 2.6 
G25 1.7 5.6 
C29 1.8 5.7 
G52 1.9 4.5 
S8c 1»6 2.5 
S12 4.7 11.8 
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culttires were also hi^ier in the milk wi1±L GaCO^ in every 
instance. 
Among the 16 ctLltures, the ei^t classed as large 
caused greater increases in the soluble nitrogen of Ttd.lk 
Dfithout CaCOg than were caused by any of sis classed as 
small• The other tyyo siiiall cultures gave results some-
1 "vRrhat hi^er than most of the large cultures# The saia© 
relationship did not exist among the cultures in the 
milli: with CaGO • Four L.easel cultures classed as saall 
3 
caused increases greater tlian were caused "by four L« acld-
ophilus cultures classed as large. One of these L«easel 
cultures gave the second highest value among the 15 
determined. The two L»acidophilus cultu3?ea classed as 
small caused increases greater than v/ere caused by four 
cultTires classed as large which were also L«acidophilus. 
She other taro ctiltures classed as small^ one an L.bulgar« 
icus and one an L.easelcaused Increases v/hich v/ere very 
sli^itly higher than two or three of the cultures classed 
as large but lower than ten of the 15 <ralturea » 
Attention should be called to the fact that €0.1 
of the cultures \{fere able to increase the amount of sol-' 
uble nitrogen in mili: to some extent althou^ in some 
cases the increase was sli^t. 
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Biscussion of Restilts. 
There appears to he a certain amotait of correla­
tion among several important characters of the lactohaoilli 
included in this study. The correlation is particularly 
striking between the size of the organism, 15ie tempera­
tures of growth.^ the influence of the sui^'ace tension of 
the medium on growth, and the character of the acid pro­
duced in milk. Ho very significant relationships were 
found in the ability of the various types to attack pro­
teins in milk. 
Among the organisms in both L« acidophilus groups 
and the L»bulgaricus group, practically the only ones 
which grew at 45° C, "were classed as large# In the 
L.casei group, however, only one of the 11 which g3?ew 
o 
at 45 G. was large. More of the total number of cultures 
were able to grow at room temperature than at 45^ C» o2» 
15-20° C. At 15-20° G« practically all of the cultures 
Tsrhich grew were classed as small. !Ehis fact was parti­
cularly significant in the group of L.acidophilus from 
laboratory sources, in the L.bulgaricus group., and in 
the isolated L«acidophilus group because it evidently 
was also correlated with some of the other outstanding 
characters and suggested the possibility that some of the 
large types considered as L»acidophilus should be con-
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sideped as more closely related to some otbei» group. 
It was quite evident that these same large cultures \7ere 
iiihilDited "by low surface tensions in t±Le media used. Most 
of them were iiib.i'bited irJlien tlie surface tension iras re­
duced very irracli under 40 dynes/«7liile tlie other cultures 
were able to gro?f at nearly S7 dynes in the same siedia. 
Similarities were also found between several of the lab­
oratory L>acidophiliis and tlie large L>bulgaricus cultures 
in that nearly all of them i^rere inhibited at a surface 
tension of 59 dpies when naltose 7/as substituted for 
lactose in medium X. One of these h* acidophilus cultures 
and three L.bulgaricus failed to gro'w in the mediuis con­
taining maltose Y/ithout depressant.- The small cultures 
in these groups apparCT.tly grew as well with maltose as 
with lactose in the medium.. In general the L.casei cul­
tures seemed able to grois" at nearly as low surface ten­
sions as the L.acidophilus types; zaost of the variations 
occurred with the cultures which -sjere naturally slov/ In 
groTiTth. 
In Idle study of the type of lactic acid formed 
by 12 cultures considered as L.acidophilus there also 
appeai-^d to be some correlation between the characters 
just discussed and the type of acid. Six of the cult;ares 
ivere large and six small. The tjpe of acid varied from 
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practically pio?e active to ppaetlcaily ptire inactive| 
tlie active acid iras alv/ays the derti»o xaodification* Fota?-
large strains- pr»oduced largely inactive a-cidj these 
cultures greis- at 45^ C. "but not at 15-!K)^ C.; they failed 
to gx'0\7 at 37 *4 dynes in mediiiia X altliougili all gre?/ at 
40 dynes s of tliem failed to ferment Baltose* Tliese 
four were among five of the twelve v,'hicii were secured 
froEt other laboratories as representative L.acidophilus 
strains« 
Deteiminations T:.'ere inade on the increase in uhe 
percent of soluble nitrogen produced in milk by 16 cul-
•fcures from the four groups of organisnis. Tlie increases. 
in the mi lie irithout CaGO varied froia 1.0 to 6-»7^ and in 
3 
the milk v;ith CaGO frora 1.3 to 13»2^« Ko striking 
3 
correlation seeced to exist between the various char­
acters of the organisiss and the ejTwsnt to v/hich they ware 
able to decoia^iose tlie millj: protelm^ Each cultm^e 
studied,. ho«/ever, was able to cause an increase, in the 
soluble nitrogen in nilk both v/ith and without CaGO_* 
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PART III. 
FSEDlllG E:>Q>EiiBiElITS. 
Inti^oduction-
lio othev point v/i1^ reference to the lactobacilli 
has "been so extensively studied and discussed as tloat 
of the value of certain of tliese organisms in coinbating 
the effects of intestinal bacteria v/hose activities are 
deleterious to the liealth of the individtial liarhoring 
them. VoluEies of literature have been devoted to con­
siderations of the pros aiKi cons of the subject and 
undoubtedly riuaerous problems reiaain to be solved. 
Althougji not the first to sugf-est the use of 
bacteria in a therapeutic role, Metchnihoff (1907) tbrougji 
his observations and conclusions regarding the causes 
and remedies for early senility first broii^t the possi­
bilities of such a method for alleviating intestinal 
disorders before the public. His ideas ianediately gain­
ed credence over a wide area and the use of so-ealled 
Bulgarian buttersiilk became a coEamon reaedial neasure 
for intestinal disorders of various kiiids. 
It v/as not siany years,, hovjever,. before doubts began 
to appear as to the ability of the orga^iism of Bulgarian 
buttermilk, L.buJLgaricas, to survive conditions in the 
body and become established in the intestinal tract where 
i «8S-
I i! 
4! 
I 
I it v^as supposed to ii^Siibit the aetivities o£ the putre­
factive tjrpss by its acid productioji* Many 0-13163? theor­
ies were advanced in an atteapt to ^o\^ i3iat beneficial 
I results wei^e being obtaii^ fv<m othei» ageancies,^ such. 
I as the lactic acid in the feisaented milk* 2?atJie3? tiiaa fi?oza. the actual p3?eseia3e of the L^bulRaricus* Finally I 
I it was p2?opo3ed that L^aacidophilus asd. not L^bulgaricua 
was til© logical oi'ganiasa to use fop such, a purpose acd 
the idea was advanced tiiat it was capable of pexTmnent 
implantaticm and tiiat L^bulgagicus was iK>t« 
Sj© pionses? wo3?lc of Fi^ep (1919) la feediiig 
cultopes of L»acidophilas led the v/ay fo2* a great 2353S3fi)ep 
of easjeriiaents on tiie effects of feeding L»acidophilt^ 
and Labulgapicus cultures to humans and aniiaals. 
effect of introducing these 03?ganisn3 into the intestinal 
tract on the production of toxic substances by other 
organisms, and on the functioning of the Intestinal t3?aet 
in eli!Z2laati22g ssraste mtei»ial, aud the eveipr^senfc 
question of how to diffe2?entiate betv?een the two species 
a2?e points ^ hich. have been abundantly discussed* 
It was not coi^ide2?ed Yzlthin the scope of the 
present v;ork to conduct a g2?eat deal of e35)ei*iEient3l 
feeding but ceptaia of the outstandiiig eharaeters of 
L*ca8el cultures were so similar to those of L^acldophilas 
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cultiipes tliat it suggested that if one was capable of 
being implanted in the intestinal tract the other mi^t 
also» Information on this partictslar point is also de­
sirable from the standpoint of the dairy industry because 
of the prevalence of the L.casei organisms in certain 
t^es of cheese and their presence in milk* Liberal con­
sumption of such products then should assure the intro­
duction of this type into the intestinal tract through 
natural channels of the diet. For these reasons part 
of the work was devoted to feeding experiments with humans 
and animals • 
Review of Literature. 
'^Juite a fe\T years before Metchnikoff advanced 
his theories on the value of fermented milk in combat­
ing intestinal disorders^ Herter (1897) had concluded that 
the introduction of large numbers of lactic acid bacilli 
into the intestines might markedly reduce the indican 
and ethereal sulfates of the urine. He likev/ise stressed 
the value of carbohydrates and a bread and milk diet in 
decreasing the amount of products of putrefaction in 
the tirine. These observations confirmed the vjork of a 
long series of investigations of others which had begun 
as early as 1868 with studies on the toxicity produced 
by protein decomposition in the intestines. Numerous 
investigations follo^ving the work of Herter have been 
reported showing the value of certain carbohydrates in 
inhibiting intestinal putrefaction. 
Poehl (1887), Rovighi (1892), 5^issier and 
Martelly (1902), Tissier and Gasching (1903) and others 
reported the favorable effect of sour milk and lactic 
acid in decreasing intestinal putrefaction. 
l,forki3ag under the direction of Metchnikoff, 
Cohendy (1906ajrb,c.) published several papers giving the 
results of experiments which indicated the suecessful 
implantation of B«bulgaricu^ in the intestinal tract 
of humans. Coid>e (1907) suggested the value of the 
organisms in yoghurt for overcoming jjutrefactive types# 
and Belonovsky (1907) in experiments irith white mice 
concluded that B»bulgaricus was implanted in the intest­
ines and reduced the putrefactive types rapidly. Oehler 
(1911) fed yoghurt to mice and monkeys and found that 
the yoghurt bacilli could easily be demonstrated in the 
feces during the feeding but that they disappeared rapid­
ly when the feeding was stopped so that no implantation 
coxild have taken place. 
Other i*eports, contrary to the theories of 
Ketchnikoff , were published by laierssen and Kiihn (1908), 
Herter and Kendall (1908), Kendall (1910a), Heinemann 
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(1912), Distaso and Schiller (1914) and others. 
That diet has a marked influence on the intest­
inal flora and that carbohydrates and milk bring about 
a favorable change to the desirable acidiiric type both 
in hutnans and various animals has also been reported 
by numerous investigators. Prominent among these are the 
work of Herter and Kendall (1908 and 1910)^ Sorrey (1915 
and 1919), Rettger and Horton (1914), Hull azid Rettger 
(1914 and 1917), Rettger, Kiriq^atrick, Jones (1914); 
Rettger, Kirlspatrick, and Card (1915), Rettger (1915), 
Cannon (1921), Kopeloff and his co-workers (1923-1927), 
and others. 
With regard to the more recent work on the in­
fluence of diet on the excretion of indican and the 
phenols Underhill and Simpson (1920) found that the excre 
tion of these substances varied with the protein intake 
but that a large amount of lactose lowered the amount ex­
creted • Smith and Kulp (1922) reported that the favor-
able results of B»acidophilus cultures in gastro-intest­
inal cases did not depend primarily on a decreased pro­
duction of indican and ethereal sulfates. Xast, Short, 
and Groll (1922) stated that if indican might be taken 
as an index of intestinal putrefaction it appeared from 
their results that implantation of B »acidophilus in the 
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intestines did not necessarily lower putrefactive 
processes. 
Excellent revie-t7s of the literature dealing 
with the subject of intestinal 'bacteriology and the 
effect of diet on the types of bacteria and intestinal 
condition have been presented at various intervals. 
Aisong these, reference should be made especially to 
Herter {1907), Kendall (1911) j, Logan (1914)^, Bushnell 
and Frey (1917), Rettger and Gheplin (1921) and 
Kopeloff (1926). 
EXPERI!IE1?TS WITH H01!A3iS. 
Methods• 
The general plan of the feeding experiiaents 
with humaiis was to select persons who would consume a 
quart of fermented milk each day and then to make a bact­
eriological study of the feces at as frequent intervals 
as the conditions permitted. The four subjects reported 
on were all young men in normal health. The milk vj&s 
consumed at any time during the day suiting the con­
venience of the subjects and the customary mixed diet 
was not otherwise changed. 
The fermented milk was prepared in Erlenmeysr 
flasks in the same manner 1±iat acidophilus milk is ordin­
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arily pi»epai»ed in tlie laboratory. The cultm*es were 
carried individually and were mixed only at the tiiae of 
inoculating the flask of nilk ?/ith an approximately 
equal amount of inoculum from each culture. 
Hie feces Avere collected in waxed paper contain­
ers and the examinations made usually within a very 
short time although in some instances not until after 
two or three hours. A method having features of those 
used by Rettger and Cheplin (1921) and by Tsuchiya 
(1926) ?ras employed. A suspension of the feces was made 
in 5 cc. of sterile physiological salt solution to 
match tubes nine to eleven of the McParland (1907) 
nephelometer scale. Prom these suspensions a loopfiil 
isras spread on a glass slide over an area of one square 
centimeter, fixed and stained by the Gram method foi? 
microscopic examination. lEwo plates were poured with v/hey 
agar, using one loopful of the standard suspension in 
one tube of the agar and three loopsful from the first 
into the second. This was found to give a satisfactory 
distribution for mass study and for single colony isola­
tion. Two other tubes of whey agar were inoculated in 
the same mamer and mixed tho2?oughly by tilting back and 
forth.^ after which they were allowed to solidify. A third 
inoculation of one loopful of the suspension was made 
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into a tube of litrmis milk. The plates and tubes were 
incubated at 57^ C. for 48 hours and then examined. 
Frequent isolations were made by picking colonies 
from the plates into litmus milk and the cultures sub­
sequently examined microscopically and culturally with 
reference to some of the characters discussed in a prev­
ious part of the work. 
Resiilts Obtained. 
CASE-l. 
Ebs fermented milk used in this case contained 
five jL.casei cultures - CIO, Gi2> C17, 019, and C28. 
Two- fecal soeclmens were examined before tiie | 
I 
first fermented milk was taken. The direct smear of the i 
I 
first shovTed Gram-negative 2*ods strongly predominant j 
,1 
with only a few large Gram-positive rods and cocci. ¥ery \ 
I 
few small colonies were found on the -shey agar plates and j 
none of the woolly acidophilus type. The most numerous 
colonies were of a large irregular flat type. The smear 
of the second preliminary specimen contained a fairly 
large proportion of Gram-positive rods, many of Y/hich were 
of the slender type characteristic of L.^acidophilus. 
I 
Approximately 10 - 15% of the colonies on the plates were | 
rough, irregular, small and the rest the large irregular i 
type. i 
! 
i i 
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Tlie fi2?st. speciiaen examined after the constmrp-
tion of the fermented railk began was on the second day. 
The feoal snear shovjed about 10-15^ Gram-positive or-
ganisias, among ffhich xi/ere a noticeable ntimber of small 
slender rods. Approximately 80^ of the colonies on the 
plates were of tbe small irregular type characteristic 
of the L.casei cultures being used. On the third day 
the sEiear presented practically the same picture,, and the 
plates a sli^tly largei' proportion of the SEiall irregular 
type of colony. 
During the reniaiiider of the ten day test period 
the proportion of Gram-positive rods in the fecal smears 
increased to approximately 40^ on the eighth day and this 
:7as the highest proportion reached. By the third and 
fourth days the proportion of saall irregular colonies 
on the plates had readied approximately 95^^ and this 
nuniber was laaintained aliaost constantly during the test 
period. From the second day on maaerous colonies v/ere 
picked into litmus milk. From the thickly seeded plates 
a mss inoculation of several of the smll colonies was 
made and in practically every instance •&© reilk coagulated 
promptly and stained sinears showed the organisms to be 
the typical L.casei rods. A very large proportion of 
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single colonies picked fpom the less heavily seeded 
plates gave the same results, showing quite conclusively 
that the organisms taken in the fermented milk vrere 
"being recovered# 
Ho very significant results were obtained from 
the direct inoculation of the fecal suspension into 
litmus milk or from the larhey agar shakes, since in this 
case practically no gas was produced in either even-
"before consumption of the milk began. The type of 
colonies in the shakes did change somewhat,, hov/ever, from 
a large smooth type near the surface to a very small 
type which appeared principally in the lower half of the 
agar. 
O"bservations on the stools were made after the 
milk was discontimed at intervals of a day or two for 
ei^t days, again in one v/eek, and the last time after 
two more weeks. During the first week there v/as a sli^t 
change in the number of Gram-positive rods, the proportion 
falling to 25-30^. The proportion of typical L.easel 
colonies on the plates remained almost the same- At the 
end of the second week the smear was practically the same 
as at the end of the previous v/eek, but the proportion 
of small irregular colonies on the plates had fallen to 
45-50^. At the end of the fourth v/eek the number of Gram-
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positive rods had fallen to 15^, and the small irregular 
colonies to 40-45^« 
Vifithin a day or two after the ttse of the ferment­
ed milk was "begun a change occnrred in the character of 
the feces and this continaed for several days after the 
milk was dropped from the diet« The color of the feces 
became mch lighters the consistency changed from hard 
and dry to soft; and the odor was less disagreeable. 
In this case also the number of regular daily defecatioi^ 
•was increased and a tendency toward constipation notice­
ably alleviated • 
CASE-2. 
The fermented milk used in this case contained the 
same L.casei cultures that were iised in the previous case# 
•The subject in this case habitually used a quart 
of milk every day with his meals > The examination of 
th2»ee preliminary fecal specimens showed that about 5(^ 
of the organisms were Gram-positive with slender rods pre­
dominating among them. ®ie plates contained from 90 to 
95% small woolly colonies typical of L« acidophilus» On 
inoculation into litmus milk the organisms did not cause 
coagulation within seven days- at least, althou^ they 
were slender Gram-positive rods. 
On the second day after consumption of the fermented 
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wiiTr was begun the smeai's contained. 50-60^ Gram-positive 
rods, practically all of wliich were small and slender. 
The colonies on the plates were about 50^ of the smll 
woolly type and 50^ of the small irregolar type formed 
by the cultures being fed* On the fo-urth day the Gram-
positive rods appeared to be about 50-60^ of the total 
and the small ir2?egular colonies on the plates had 
reached a proportion of about 95^5 both remained prac­
tically the same during the 2?est of the two weeks feed­
ing period# The small woolly colonies disappeared from 
the plates almost entirely. When these conditions had 
apparently become established numerous cultures were 
isolated from single colonies and by mass inocxalationsj 
practically all showed characteristics of the L*caaei 
types. Litmus milk "vras rapidly reduced and coagulated, 
the cultures grew readily at room temperature and most 
of them very poorly or not at all at 45® they g2?e3i? 
quite -well in -whey peptone broth at 39^0 dynes« 
A sli^t amount of gas was evident in the litmus 
milk tubes from the preliminary speciniens and a day or 
two after consun^tion of the feimented milk began, but 
during the rest of the trial most of them shoi!?ed no gas 
or only a very sli^t amount. Stained smears showed 
nearly all the organisms in the milk to be slender Gram~ 
posltiTO rods# ?27ac'tically no gas was obtaizisd in any 
ot ohe agar shakes. Af"te2» a day op two of constcaption 
of the fermented milk from a half to two thi3?ds of th© 
colonies were very aiaall and located in the loFer tvvo thirds 
of the agar* 
In one specimen taken a week after the fermented 
milk "ssras discontinued there was a slight reduction in the 
ninnber of Gram-positive rods in the smears and the colonies 
on the plates showed reversion to about 80-90^ of tbs 
small vvoolly t^e* 
It was realised after examining the prelininary 
speeiaerLs that the case was extraordinary in t^e number 
of Gram-positive rods already present but the complete 
charige in the type of colonies on the plates and the cul­
tural tests seemed to indicate transformation of the flora 
to the type being eonsnmed in the milk <Milture. Reversion 
to the type present at the beginning apparently took place 
rapidly -when the ciiltured milk was discontinued. 
The character of the feces shoY/ed very little 
change because their condition at the beginning was al­
ready typical of that usually brought about by the use of 
milk in sufficient amounts to establish the acidijric " 
flora. 
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CASS-5. j i j 
She fepmenised milk nsed in this case contained | 
1 
the same L.easel eultures that were used in the previous | 
i 
cases. 
preliminary specimens were exajsnined before 
f i 
the consxmption of the fermented milk began. Ihe smears | 
i 
contained almost exclusively Gram-negative organisias* | 
J 
She very few Gram-positive forms •sere large thick rods, j 
1 
cocci, and nearly oval cells. She plates from the f5j?st i 
specimen contained about 45-50^ large spreading woolly ! 
colonies; the real; isrere large smooth colonies Tsrhich i 
f 
smears shoived to be CJram-negative organisms of the colon i 
type. Woolly -colonies picked into litmus milk produced I i 
no change in ten days to two "sreeks. On the plates frcM | 
•) 
the second specimen almost no woolly colonies •vjere present^ | 1 
1 
the large smooth colonies were practieally the only type. | 
On the first day after consumption of the fer- 1 
I' 
mented milk was begun the smear showed a few slender Gram- | 
positive rods, althoiigh the appearance of the colonies on 1 
j 
the plaices had not chaaged.. iThe number of Gram-positive j 
t 
rods then increased quite rapidly to 35-40^ on taie third 1 
day and remained fairly constant until the twelfth day | 
I 
when it had increased to about On the second day ; 
aboirfc 15-20^ of the small irregular colonies appeared on | 
I 
) 
I 
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tlie plates* !i3iis proportion, increased rapidly in the 
next day or tv;o to the same dominant percentage fo'oiid 
in the ppeTious cases - practically 95^^^, where it re-
inained fairly constant diiriiig the rest of the tvfo i^eeits 
period. C-altnres isolated from the plates when the flora 
had evidently been changed shosred the general character­
istics of the L.casei tjpas.f. essentially as described for 
the cultu3?es in the previous case except that a larger 
33mber were able to grow at 45° C. 
Practically no change occurred in the appearance 
of the whey agar shakes other than an increase in the 
proportion of small colonies deep in the agar and diminu­
tion in the number of large colonies near the ton* The 
y 
litiims milk tubes did show more change, however, than in 
the previous cases. The- fermentation from the prelis:ina2?y 
specimerss was very stormy ard there was a considerable 
amotint of whey and a disagreeable odor. From about the 
third day of the test period the character of the fermenta­
tion was very different. For five or sis days there -sias 
no gasjj, very slight trlieyj, and a good odor. Ifejjerous 
smears also showed the presence of large proportions of 
the siaall slender Graai-positive rods. Bien for several 
days there was a i^tarn of a slight gassy condition al­
though t^iere was still no gas in the agar shakes. 
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One speciE^n nine days after t^ie milk was dis­
continued still showed about 2.0% {xram-positi'sre organisms 
in tlie smear, a fairly large proportion of whicii v;ere 
slender rods. About 50~6C^ of "the colonies on th.e plates 
were of -ttie small irregular form, and some of tbe woolly 
type T«ere also present . Biere seemed to be no change 
in the appearance of the litmus miUfc or the agar shakes. 
The character of the feces changed quite rapidly 
after consumption of the fermented milk was begun* The 
color became pronottncedly lifter and the odor less dis­
agreeable. 3!here was not change in the consistency 
because the stools were at no time hard or dry. 
CASE-4. 
®ie fermented milk used in tSiis case contained 
L.casei cultures 012, C17, C19, a33d C28. C5Tiltur© CIO 
was omitted because it was the only one among the five 
which was able to grow at 45° C. and it seemed desirable 
to see if different results would be obtained iffithout 
it in the mixture. 
Tbe smear from the one preliminary specimen con­
tained about 50^ Gram-positive organisms which Tjrere prac­
tically all short thick rods and cocci. !i3ie plates con­
tained 80 - 85^ small smooth colonies which i?ere shoim 
to be Gram-negative. Kone of the woolly or rou^ edged 
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types were foiiiad* Biepe was not uracil cliange in tlie 
total number of Gram-positive orgaiiisifls d-uring tb.e 
twelve days iaiat the cultured milk was eonstuned but the 
small slender rods began to appear noticeably by the 
second and third days and then increased to approximtely 
40^ of the Gram-positive organisms by the ei^th day# 
The type of colonies on the plates did not change as com­
pletely as in the previous eases to the small irregular 
type, althoti^ by the fifth ana. sixth days the small 
woolly and irregular types together had reached the pro­
portion of 85 - rearing the remainder of the test 
period the woolly type was noticed aroimd the large smooth 
colonies, while away from these only the irregular 
colonies were found# In point of total numbers the small 
irregular colonies strongly predominated#- The cultures 
isolated from the irregular colonies exhibited the same 
characteristics as those in the previous cases, "Khile 
those from the woolly colonies appeared to be principally 
large irregular shaped Gram-positive rods which grew very 
sloy/ly in milk at 37^ C» 
2he appearance of the whey agar shakes changed 
from a sligjit gassy condition to no gas and a large pro­
portion of the sraall colonies deep in the agar# OJiie litmus 
milk fermentation was stormy until three or four days after 
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the consxnaptioii or tlie cultured milk iDegarL aftej? v/liicli 
tlie gas vms noticeably dininislied. By the seventh day 
pi'actieally no gas ¥/as formed. 
One specimen taken four days after the nilk was 
discontinued sho-sfed no change from that v/hich existed 
at the end of the test period* 
A greater change in the character of the feces 
was evident in this case than in any of the previous ones. 
From a dark "brown color, a hardj. dry consistencyand a 
foul odor they gradually "becajne lighter, softer,, and less 
disagreeable in odor. The change ims very pronounced 
by the seventh day of the test period,-
ESIPERIMSSTS WITH RATS, 
Methods. 
The general plan of the experiaents with rats 
visis to feed a diet supposedly conducive to the growtii of 
a proteolytic flora and then add to this diet p-ore cul­
tures of the organisms it v/as desired to study and observe 
the effects by bacteriological esaaination of the feces. 
"Young healthy rats were placed in individual 
cages over a quarter inch mesh wire screen for the entire 
duration of the feeding period. They were then fed the 
basal diet until the intestirial flora, as shown by stained 
smears, had becone predominantly Graia--negative. The 
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usual length, of this pi^Hzaiiaary feeding was from siz to 
ten days# ffiie basal diet in the principal set of experi­
ments consisted of 10 graras of fresli white bread and 
3 grams of fresh^ lean chopped beef. 
®ie organisms for feeding were grown on whey agar 
slants prepai»ed in 7 s 1 inch test tubes inoculated frosi 
fresh milk cultures and incubated at 57^ G. for 48 hours, 
lilixtures of several cultures v/ere not used; each rat 
received a sirsgle strain. In part of the work the growth 
•s?as removed by means of a large platinum wire flattened 
and bent at the end to form a scraper, while when lactose 
was added to the diet the growth was removed by washing. 
In either case the bacteria were suspended in two cc. of 
sterile physiological salt solution until the turbidity 
matched tubes five to six of the McParland nepheloiaeter 
scales ®ae suspensions^ which were tised within a very few 
minutes in order to avoid possible injury to the organisms, 
were added to the diet by pouring over the mixed bread 
and meat at the daily feeding. 
In preliminary feeding trials the basal diet was 
made up of white bread and meat both of which were 
dried and ground.. It was found, however, that the 
rats did not consime it readily. Some of them 
left a great deal of the meat while others left 
bread so that the results from different rats w©2?e 
not considered coinparable. 2he £j?esh bread and 
meat diet was consumed with very little waste. 
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i !I3ie feces were obtained directly in a test tabe 
I containing 5 cc« of sterile saline solution by holding 
I the rat up by the tail and if necessary rubbing the back 
I at the base of the tail, Dioring the early part of the 
I work pieces of glass v/ere used in the test tubes to help 
in breaking up the feces, but it vias later foxird that 
this could be done more quickly and easily by crushing 
the feces in the solution with small sterile glass rods. 
The suspensions were made to match as closely as possible 
tube 8 of the McParland nepJielometer scale. 
The fecal examinations were made in the manner 
described under tiie methods used in the human experiments* 
Results Obtained• 
The standa2?d bacterial suspensions v/ere added to 
the diet after six days of feeding the basal diet alone. 
At that time the fecal smears showed the flora to be pre»-
dominantly Gram-nagative> The proportion of Gram-positive 
organisms varied from about 5^ to 15 or 20^ and in prac­
tically every case these were large thick i»ods, cocci, 
fl-nd oval forms• Cultures Al, S6, G7, and 017 were each, 
fed to one rat and three rats were fed. the basal diet 
to serve as controls. After one week one gram of lactose 
was added to the diet of each rat 2?eceiving a bacterial 
suspension and was continued to the end of the feeding 
period. 
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!Hie proportion of Gram-positive organisms siiowed 
very little change, the hi^est nun&er being about 25^ 
in the feces of the rat being fed ctilt'ore G7| the 
character of the organisms in the smears from the control 
if/as qxiite different, hov/ever, from, those of the 
rats receiving cultures. presence of srmll slender 
rods was inach more noticeable v/ith the latter,, while 
I the controls shov/ed practically all large rods, op 
f 
I cocci. In order to ellninate erro2?s introduced "by know­
ing the source of eac^ saear^ &n unbiased^ experienced 
bacteriologist esssiined and described the smears from 
the last three days of the experiment. ^Eie rats at that 
tirse had been receiving the bacterial suspensions 23 
i days and in addition one gram of lactose each day for the 
) 
I last 16 days. In only one instance ii?as a smear froia a 
i I control rat picked out as one frcHn a rat 2?eceiving a 
j 
I culture. The smears from the control animals ^ ere in 
j all other instances described as containing Gram-positive 
J 
I cocci or large thick rods, but very rarely or not at all 
j any small slender rods.- The other smears were described 
! 
as containing many slender Gran-positive rods. As pre­
viously indicated, however, the Gram-positive organisms 
never reached a predominating proport^ion. 
I !I!he number of small irregular and woolly colonies 
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i 
i 
I 
1 
] 
I on uhe plates when tlie c-altiu?es were first fed varied 
I 
j from about 10 or 15^ to 85 or 90^» Y/ithin a few days 
i 
I after -Bie ctilfares were added to the diet the colonies 
! 
I became predominantly the small irregular type v/ith ton 
I 
woolly onesy althou^ midti greater daily variations 'srei'e 
observed than in the experiments with htimans# Culteires 
-!  
isolated from these small irregular colonies, many of 
them by mass inoculation, were largely small slender 
Gram-positive rods which showed the general character-
I 
istics of the cultures being fed#. With 12ie control 
animals, on the other hand, the colonies "Vfere predoiain-
antly of the small woolly type, and these were found 
I 
I to be large Gram-positive rods which grew very pc^orly 
in milk* The results with liie control animals were parti­
cularly confusing since a p2?edomlnantly Gran-negative floz^ 
and the character of the Gram-positive organisms in the 
smears appai»ently iridicated that idie smooth colonies of 
I Gram-negative types might be e3?pected on the plates <• 
ffiiere was very little it any difference between 
the whey agar shakes from the animals being fed cultures 
and the controls • In all cases there was very little gas 
and in general the number of small and large colonies 
seoned to be about the same. She litmus milk fe2?menta-
tions were much more stormy than was the case in the ex-
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periiaents v/itJi Irucaans • Altiiou^ aliaost no ti&es v/ei*© 
obtained free from gas the amoimt seeiaed to "be some­
what less throTigJiout the feeding period vfith the rats 
I 
I j receiving cultures than -CTith the controls. 
1 
I ©>ere was no noticeable difference in the char-
1 
i acter of the feces either in individnal anlDials or be-
i 
i t?7een the test animals and the controls except that npon 
i 
I the addition of lactose softer and lighter feces occasion-
I ally appeared. 
Discnssion of Results-
?«he2i four huiaan adults coiisuined daily oiue quart 
i 
i of milk ferrsented vjith a nixture of several L.casei cul-
! ———— 
i tures^ the changes xvhich 'toolc place in the appearance of 
I 
I fecal smears, in the tjpe of colonies on plates from 
1 
I fecal suspensions, and in the type of fermentation produced 
j in nilk inoculated vrith feoal material all seemed to in-
I dicate at least partial transformation of the intestinal 
1 
I flora. !Ifhe longest period that stools v/ere examined after 
1 
I the fermented milk T/as discontinaed was four weelcsj in 
I that case the L.casei type of rods were still apparently 
i present in considerable numbers. In the other three cases 
I the length of time that the stools T/ere examined after 
I discontinuing the milk uras too short to deterroine as sat­
isfactorily "the persistence of the L.casei types in the 
I intestines. 
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The important facts which seenied to be indicated 
by the resiilts of these fotip trials isere that L»easel 
strains isolated from milk and cheese had characters which 
made their implantation in the intestinal tract possible-
Ehese types of lactobacilli have many elaaracters in 
coianon with the L>acidophilus types particnilarly in re­
spect to teraperatnres of growth and ability to grow under 
reduced surface tensions. The latter character particular­
ly has been sxisgested as a possible explanation for the 
ability of l^^acidophilus to become iisplanted,. and as 
a reason why L^bulgaricus can not« !l?he natural occtirrence 
of L-.casei in inilk and cheese offers a possible errolana-
tion for the presence of organisms- of this type in the 
feces of persons constmiing large amounts of these products. 
Many of the organisms inrhich have previously been called 
L»acidophilxis should perhaps have been classed as casei» 
The value of these facts to the dairy industry 
is evident* ©le presence of thsse organisvrm in dairy 
products Eiay be an additional factor in the value of 
these products as a foodii If g3?eater concentrations of 
uh.e organises are desired, they may be readily isolated 
froa lailk or cheese and p'ore cultures prepared as in 
these experiiaents-. 2he value of such fermented aillc pre­
parations in treating abnoraal conditions in the intestinal 
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tpact \7as not detenainsd since only noiroal cases vien-e 
olsaerved. 
Altlion^ the results secured fT>cm feeding pure 
cultures of L< acidophilus and L.casei to rats were not 
as definite as tlaose secured from the experiments •'^rith. 
liijiaans they did indicate that implantation of tbB 
L.casei- -cultures -^yas as successful as iitmlantation of 
L«acidopMlus cul'tures under the same conditions. The 
difficulty encountei»ed in tiiis series of experiments 
seemed to be in establisMng abnormal conditions in the 
rats so that greater differences befcteen the control 
and test aniiaals nif^t lia\?e been produced. 
PART ly. 
PHEPARATIOH OP ACIDOPHILUS MILK 
AHD THE SB'FECT OP VARIOUS SEMPER-
ilTURES OH THE VIABILITY OP 
L.ACIDOPHinJS. 
Introduction. 
A study of a ^roup of organisms 'which have 
created so mioh. popular interest v/ithin tihe last fevx 
years seemed to demand that a certain amount of atten­
tion be given to phases of the problem which are of 
coHmercial significance. 55iis part of the work in­
cludes a study of different methods of preparing 
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I 
. I acidopliilus jsillls vrhlch. "VJould be suitable for comriepcial 
1 
I conditions^ aixd a study of tlie effect of vai»ious tesrpep-
! 
I atures of stomge on the viability of L« ac idophllus in 
i 
j milk cultu3?es intended for thei^peutic purposes. 
i 
i Review of Literature. 
I Rettger and Gheplin (1921) in dccseribing the 
I 
I preparation of acidophilus mill!: reported tiie usual method 
( 1 
i of autoclaving the nillc at 15# pressiD?e for 20 to SO 
i 
I minutes before inoculation and another procedure in 
I v^liioh the nilk was heated in a container submerged in 
i 
I boiling water for 45 minutes to one hour. Milk ineated in 
i 
I the latter way^^ inoculated and held at SO^C. and 37®G. 
1 i 
I vmdeTvent characteristic acidophilus eoagolation. ThB tot-
i 
j inoculated flasks at these temperatures showed decided 
i „ ' 
I evidences of putrefaction vxithin. 24 hours. At 20" C. 
similar but- niich slower changes took place. They concluded 
that, from the practical standpoint, sterilization Y/ould 
be necessary to obtain constant and reliable results. 
Sopeloff and Cheney (1922) found holding of acid­
ophilus milk for th2?ee or four days, at roon temperature,, 
to be satisfactory; after this the viable organisais de­
creased rapidly and the acidity increased to the point 
of unpalatability. 
Without the presentation of data Bass (1924) stated 
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1 tliat acidophilus milk ppepared f2?om milk heated to 
{ 190-195^ F. for one hom?, held 3-4 hours at 98® P« and 
i then reheated at the same e^qjosxire was good for four 
1 or five days, after which the maaber of viable bacilli 
i diminished rapidly; the keeping quality was not inrproved 
i by refrigeration. 
I Kopeloff (1926) presented data on th2?8e trials 
i in Ts?hi<di acidoj^lus milk was held at iee box t^ig^eratrare 
I (9® C.); the averages showed that after tSaree days about 
: 90% and after five or six days 97-99^ of the original 
i 
i number were not viable. In an effort to kill the organ-
I 
I isms for another experinient soiae acidophilus silk was 
j held at -3^ G« for one week, remaining frozen except when 
I thawed enough to remove saiaples.. ®ie original count 
i of about 50,0CK),000 per cc« was reduced to 1,000,000 per 
i 
I cc, in two days, 500,000 per cc. in four days, and 25,000 
I per CG» in six days, or a reduction of 99.95^. 
I Mortensen and Gordon (19113 in a bacteriological 
1 
I study of lacto found idiat the lactic acid bacteria sur-
i vived freezing for a long period and fcliat other foms 
I 
i present did not survive. iSielr cutrsre, plotted from the 
1 i 
I averages of 8 trials, showed that of approximately 
2,000,000,000 organisms at the beginning, 600,000,000 
survived after 7 days, 300,500,000 after 14 days, and 
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t 5 
j 
i 
I 200,000,000 after 21 days. 
i  
j CdPARISOH OP METHODS OP PRE-
! PARATIOH OP ACIDOPHIEOS MIS. 
I 
! 
233© Host satisfactory method of preparirsg acid-
i 
I ophilus milk is a question of considera'ble comercial 
i iispo3?tance« The nsuai laLopatory method of pr-eparation 
i 
1 is to sterilize the milk before inocjulation, but such 
( 
i a practise is difficult, if not impossible, in most 
I 
I consmercia,! plants without a considerable outlay for equip-
I ment® Sterilized milk also has a brovm color and a 
I 
I characteristic caramel flavor distasteful to persons 
i 
1 so l^at a white product without the -caramel flavor is 
I highly desirable# It has become necessary then in many 
! 
cases to rely upon double pasteurization with IncEibation 
between the heating periods during which "Hie resistant 
I organisms presutaably enter a vegetative state and are 
I then destroyed by the second heating. 2he is^ortant ques-
1 tion is in regard to the parity and general commercial 
suitability of such a product. 
Methods « 
Acidophilus milk has been prepared for some tiiae 
by the Iowa State College Dairy Department for its custom­
ers. Siis milk has been fermented in flasks and in 
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1 
I 
i bulk; consistently good i»esTilts have been secrured al-
i • I • 
I thougb. an occasional off flask or large batcb has been 
i 
I obtained. The btilk millv has been prepared in a jacketed 
i glass lined steel tai&: of about twenty gallons capacity. 
; The tank is provided -srith a propellor agitato:? and a 
I heavy lid -Erliich is bolted down to provide an air tight 
I 
I container in which the milk is raised conveniently to a 
i teaperature of 220° ?• T/ith a steam pressure of about 6# 
I in the jacket^ thus p2?oviding a satisfactory means for 
I sterilizing milk in bulk. Ttm milk is inoculated with 
a flask of acidophilus milk YJithout opsxiirig the top by 
1 
I removing the safety valve in the lid and pouring the in-
! 
I oculum througji the openirig* It is t}ien held at 9S-iOO® F. 
I 
! 
I for the required incubation period^ v;hen it is cooled 
I by circulating cold nmter through the Jacl^Btj it is drawn 
I 
I off through a valve in the center of the bottOEL» 
! The efficiency of the double pasteurization laethod 
j 
I for preparing acidophilus milk \ms studied both v;i1±L smll 
I i 
I amotints in flasks and with large amounts in practical 
i 
I dairy equipJJieait. !2he nilk in sjoall amounts was heated 
i by placing two flasks in a pan of hot irater on a gas heater 
one of the flasks held a i:henaoiaeter in the cotton plug 
' so that the temperature could be controlled within one 
OP ts?o degrees# One flask of milk was inoculated, one 
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lield tminocalated, aiad a third from the same milk steri­
lized smd inoculated in the usual manner for comparison. 
She study of tiie pi^eparation of milk in bulk 
was carried out in a 50 gallon Haughdahl starter can, 
and in the glass lined steel tank desc2?ibed above. 
Results Obtained. 
The results obtained in four trials on preparing 
white acidophilus milk in two-liter flasks are shovm by 
the data presented in Sable XIII« 
In the first trial both -Kie uninooulated and the 
inoculated milk had a very bad flavor and odoi»j; it vrould 
have been absolutely unsalable. In the last iihres of 
the four trials the resulting product was satisfactory 
as far as palatability was concerned, althou^ a few 
large thick Gram-positive rods were present as a contamina­
tion. Other than the presence of these rods there 'sras 
nothing about the milk which would have prevented its use 
as a satisfactory commercial product. !Ehe uninoculated 
milk, treated in exactly the same manner as the inoculated, 
coagulated in these three trials vjithin two or tiiree 
days. As would be ejected, in each case the odor and 
flavor were bad. Hlhe acidity was not high enough to cause 
coagulation so the effect was one typical of the si?eet 
curdling spore forming organisms common in milko In evezy 
0? A B L E XIII. 
Data on preparation of "white" acidophilus 
milk in small amounts. 
t 
ITrialj 
no. $ Treatment 
t 
Quality of resulting product. 
t 
uninooulated control t Inoculated 
• 
r 185 - 189® F. 
} 1 hour. ^ 
1 I 3 hrs. at 37° 0. 
S 185 - 190° P. 
: i hour. 
3 
1 
« 
bad odor, curd 
ahrunlcen, v/heyed off, 
bitter flavor, many 
large Gm.+ rods. 
bad odor, curd 
shrunken, v/heyed off, 
bitter flavor, many 
large Gmi.+ rods. 
* 0 
I 195 P. 1 hour 
g J 3 hrs« at 37° 0. 
8 195° P. 1 hour 
I 
coagulated in 8 days, 
bad odor, many large 
Gm.+ X'ods. 
good flavor and odor^p 
an occasional large 
Gm.+ rod. 
is 
: 200° P. 1 ho]^. 
3 t 3 hrs. at 37° G. 
1 g00° P. 1 hour. 
coagulated in 3 days,bad 
odor, many long tv/isted 
Ora.'i' rods in filaments. 
good flavor and odor, 
an occasional large 
Gm.+ rod. 
' o J SOO P. 1 hour. 
4 J 3 hrs. at 37° C. 
s 200° P. 1 hour 
: 
coagulated in 8 days, 
very bad odor, long 
filaments and thick 
Gm.-f- rods. 
fair flavor and odor, 
a few large Gm.-i-
rods. 
i t I 
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trial except iiie faup-Ki the milk prepared hj the usual 
sterilization method was entirely satisfactory. In 
trial four the milk v/as of such poor quality that it 
coagulated during sterilisation, but in spite of that 
a fair product was obtained by the double pasteurization 
xaethod. 
It appears frosi the results of these trials that 
in order to produce a satisfactory white product it is 
advisable to use e:roosurss of about 195 - 200° F» for 
one hour with an incubation period of about tbree hours 
between heatings "Sae milk should be of good quality 
to assure obtaining a finished product with a satisfectory 
flavor and as few undesirable organisms as possible. 
!2he results of seven trials in "which larger 
quantities of aiilk "Ssere treated under different condi­
tions are presented in Table XP/.- lo uninoculated control 
milk was held but milk sterilized and inoculated in flasks 
during liie course -of these trials produced the usual 
satisfactory acidophilus milk. 
!i?wo trials using tiie Haughdalil starter can and 
t?/o using the glass lined tank for treating the milk re­
sulted in unsatiafactory products. Sae milk had a bad 
flavor and odor and was heavily contaminated v/il^ the 
usual large Gram-positive rods. As shoiim by the data the 
mum mmammmrnKSKaammiamm 
T A B L E  X I V  
Data on preparation of 
in bulk. 
"v/hit©" acidophilus 
frlaXj 
no. I Container Treatment Quality of resulting product. 
i 
J Haughdahl 
•starter can 
190 - 194® P. 
50 minutes 
wheyed off, lurapy ourd^ bad odor and 
flavor, large Gm.+ roda. 
s Haughdahl 
:starter can 
185 - 195° Pv,50 mln, 
4 hrs. at 100 P. 
185 195° P« 50 min. 
ropy, bad odor and flavor, short 
thick Gra.+ rods. 
JGlass 
{tank 
t 
n O  lined J 190 P. 30 min. 
S hrso at 100^ P, 
190 P. 30 min. 
v/heyed off, bad odor and flavor, 
large Gm*+ rods. 
:Glass 
J tank 
: 
lined 190° P. 30 min. 
3 hrs. at 100® P. 
190° P. 30 min. 
v/heyed off, bad odor and flavor, 
bitter, large Qm.+ rods* 
J 
jGlass 
?tank 
lined 190° P. 30 rain. 
5 hrs. at 100° P. 
190° P. 30 min. 
satisfactory flavor and odor. 
0 JGlass lined i 190® P. 1 hour. 
I tank : 3 hrs. at 100® P. 
:i t 190° P. 1 hour. 
fair flavor, good curdj, few 
large Gm.+ rods, satiiSfaotory. 
;S Glass 
J tank 
lined 185 - 190° P* 1 hour, j 
6 hrs. at 100° P. : 
185 - 190° P. 1 hour, t 
fair flavor and odor, firm ourd, 
few large Gra.*i- rods. 
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treatment varied from a single iieating at 190 - 194® F. 
for 50 minutes to double exposures at 185 - 195^ F. for 
50 mimites • 
In tlaree trials fairly satisfactory product® 
•were obtained from milk treated in tlie glass lined 
tank. In trial five the same pasteurisation e:!^osure 
??as used as in the two previous trials but the incubation 
period was five hours instead of three• On the last 
two trials the time of essjjosure at 185 - 190^ ¥• was in­
creased to one hour with different incubation periods 
in the tvifo trials » 
Further work was prevented because of iiie un­
favorable effect which the heavy contamination of the 
tank was having on the o2?dinarily successful sterilized 
milk p2?oduct« The results obtained seem to indicate^, 
however, that with a hi^ quality milk two e2posu3?es each, 
of at least 190° F« for one hour with an In^subation period 
of frcaa three to five hoiars between will produce a -com­
mercially satisfactory product without the disadvantages 
of the sterilized milk. The higher quality of the product 
and lower nuiaber of contaminating organisms obtained by 
heating to 195 - 200® F«, as in the trials with the milk 
in flasks, seem to make it advisable to use these ex­
posures rather than the lower one of 190® F» 
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EFFECT OF DIFFERENT ^EEjaPERATUKSS OH 
THE VIABILITY OF L. ACIDOPilllUS. 
Practically all of tlie milk products wiose con­
dition is affected either favorably or unfavorably by 
iaicroorganis32is are stored at low temperatures» Pros 
liie commercial standpoint the question of tiie palatabil-
ity of a fermented milk: is very in^ortant because of the 
natural aversion of most cozistaners to sour milk^ isiiile 
from a therapeutic staisdpoint the miisber of viable organ­
isms present at the time of consus^jtion seems to be 
equally significant* A low storage temperattire appears 
to be most favorable in maintaining palatability while 
it has been pointed out by one investigator -ttiat the 
number of viable organisms decreases rapidly at refriger­
ator temperature but that for several days considerable 
mmbers remain viable at room temperature. A namber of 
trials were made isith milk cultures held at various 
temperatures to obtain information on the viability of 
the organisms J it was lihou^t that such information 
mi^t be of considerable importance in determining 
most suitable temperature for storage. 
Methods• 
In t^e study of ttie effect of holding temper­
atures on the viability of L«acidophilus the following 
procedure was employed. A liter of skimmed milk was 
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sterilized in a two-liter flask at 15# pressure for 22 
minutes^ cooled aiid iiioculated v/ith approximately 10 cc» 
of a 48 liour nilk culture of the strain under obseirva-
tioa® ®ie flasks ^ '^ere incubg-ted at 37^ C« until tli© 
typical soft L>acidopliilu2 curd forraed,: -srhich. usually 
occurred in from 36 to 48 hours • The curd Yfas thoroughly 
broken up by shaking until it was of a smoolii,, creany, 
consistency,, and then plated on i/hey agar by the usual 
dilution method. Bits of sterile cotton i^ere used to wipe 
the end of the pipette ".vith which the nilk was isisasured 
into the first "vrater blank so that the pipette aig^it 
be rinsed out and tmiformity obtained throiighout the 
series of experiments. Observing the proper aseptic pre­
cautions^ the milk v/as next divided into the desired 
number of sterile liter Srlenmeyer flasks. Siese flasks 
were incubated at room temperatui»e (approximtely 25° C.), 
refrigerator teri^erature {5-8® C»)., ice ifjater temperature 
(slightly above 0°.C.}^ and at 57° C.. At the inter\''als 
ir^cated in the tables the inilk wa-s plated in duplicate 
or triplicate; the plates were incubated at 37^ C. aiad 
counted after 4 to § days. It ^ n&s. realised tha-t accord­
ing to the recent work of Eulp (1926) all of the viable 
organisais ai^t not grov/ except in an atsiosphere of COg 
but inasnrach as the results v/ere all obtained ursder the 
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same conditions they we2?e satisfactory for comparative 
purposes. 
In order to study the effect of a temperature 
even lower than would be used in the commercial handling 
of acidophilus milk, cultures were frosen in the form 
of lacto, a dairy product developed at the Iowa Agricul­
tural E::q>eriment Station^ It was also felt that if suffic­
ient mnabers of the organisms remained viable for a few 
daj^ this product would offer a satisfactory source of 
L«acidophilus to those who disliked or could not take 
acidophilus milk. 
®ie lacto mix was prepared with the materials in 
the same proportion as originally reported (Mortensen and 
Gordon - 1911) except that one oimce of a very hi^ grade 
gelatin was substituted for Idie eggs in several instajjces. 
In the earlier rurts the mixing and freezing was done in 
a five gallon tub freezer, the can and all utensils being 
thorougbly steamed over a ^et before using. In later runs 
the gelatin was omitted,^ as the main interest was not in 
the body of the product, and smaller quantities were frozen 
in a one gallon hand, freezer sterilized in the autoclave 
at 15# pressure for SO mimites together with all spoons 
or ladles used in the preparation. 
Immediately before and after freezing, sauries were 
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removed for plating. The remalndep was packed in paper 
containers and held in a E^chanically rejLrigerated 
cabinet at approximately 5*^ P» At the intervals indi­
cated in the tables samples Yiere removed aseptically 
and placed in sterile Petri dishes- By warming very 
gently and tipping the dish back and forth sloiffly th© 
lacto was melted and mixed; samples free from SLia? 
were secured for plating. Th© plating, inciibatiiis and 
cotmting were conducted as described above in dealing 
with the plain acidophilus milk. 
Results Obtained. 
arable Xy presents -Sie data on the first of a 
series of trials, carried out to determine the effect of 
the holding temperature upon the viability of L.acid-
ophilus« The milk culttsre of Al was plated at i^hree 
hour intervals during the first day and twice thereafter 
at 24 hour intervals. The results indicate that a 
gradual increase takes place during the first day of 
holding and that the numbers at the end of the second 
day a2?e lower in the case of the samples held at rocsa 
temperature and at 37^ C. than with the sample held in 
the refrigerator. In all three instances there was an 
increase in numbers, the final count being 102^ of thae 
original at 3*7® C., 127^ at room temperature and 15^ 
T A B L E  X V ,  
Tho effeot of tempera-biire on the viability of 
LaotobaoillUB aoidophilua -  culture Al.  
• 
* 
Times 
1 
Room temperature j 
: 
Refrigerator temperature : Incubator temperature 
in i 
days J 
qoxs* per 
plate 
Jools. per oo, j 
J in millions t 
1 cols. per 
plate 
soois. per co«j 
J in millions s 
cols» per:colsrper cc» 
plate J in millions 
74 
71 
725 725 7S5 
1/4 103 
96 
995 84 
59 
715 105 
74 
895 
1/8 186 
104 
1,150 106 
83 
945 103 
08 
925 
s/4 79 790 79 
76 
775 119 
114 
1,165 
1 116 
114 
1,150 134 
ISl 
1,S7S lis 
95 
1,035 
2 109 
76 
9J25 118 
110 
1,140 76 
73 
745 
•»120— 
at i»ef2?ige2»ato3? teEipe2»ature • 
la the second trial a fonridi ssanple was included 
and held in ice water in the refrigerator; the data are 
presented in Table XFI«- The milk isms plated twice the 
first day and tsiree times at 24 hour inte2?vais, and the 
refrigerator saiaple again in seven days. The saiae general 
results shown in the first trial were apparent in this3 
naaely, a gradual increase in numbers during the first 
day or two followed by a decrease* At the end of the 
third day 104^ of the original immber were present at 
rooia temperature, 110^ at refrigerator temperature, 91,5^ 
in ice water, and 87% at 57^ C. The sanple held 11 days 
in the refrigerator showed 122^ of the original miniber* 
Three trials were laade with culture A5 at three 
tenperatures as shov/n in Tables XVII, XYIIl, X1X« Since 
37^ €• was unquestionably not a suitable holding teirrper-
ature from the coirimercial standpoint,, no sasple ras held 
at that teraperature. In these three trials the nuu^ers 
of viable organisms apparently dec2?eased in a more or less 
gradual and regular manner* In two of the three trials 
the larger counts after severt days were obtained tsrith 
the two sainples at refrigerator aiid ice imter tec^eratures, 
while in the third the count was hi^er -ssrith t^ sample 
at room tes^jerature* The percent of the original count 
The effecb of tempes^atui'e on tho longevity of 
Laotobaollltis aoldophiluas oultu3?o Al« 
; liGom s 
Timo; teitnpeyaWye t temperature 
In i oold,}col8»~p03? {'cols*:cola, per" 
dayat per jdo. In s per soo. in 
% platesmilllons i platemllliona 
l/S 
s 
5 
11 
124 
105 
96 
148 
140 
114 
108 
117 
98 
118 
95 
90 
1,087 
1,340 
1,1S3 
1^010 
189 
1S9 
104 
113 
103 
93 
104 
103 
87 
lis 
106 
101 
134 
115 
105 
1,807 
1,030 
980 
1.063 
1,180 
8 water ' " 
. • temperature 
•; cols* ioolsr"p^ 
: per :oc« In 
I plate jraiillons 
Incubator .. 
temperat'ure 
cols , soola.; per 
per J00* in 
s plate imllliona 
106 
96 
96 
109 
98 
89 
116 
98 
90 
98 
90 
78 
993 
987 
990 
887 
108 
95 
88 
108 
100 
85 
119 
108 
108 
97 
89 
86 
96 
80 
77 
970 
957 
1-117 
90S 
843 
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T&BiE xm 
lEhe effect of temperature on tlie longev­
ity of Lactobacillus acidophilus• 
Culture A5« 
. j^ooia 
! temperature* 
:cols«:cols« per cc, 
tper :iii millions 
: plate; 
1 Refrigeratos* 
; temperature > 
cols. Vcols* per 
: per ;cc« in 
: plate rmillioim 
Ice water 
teE5>erature. 
cols. :cols* per 
per :ce« in 
plate ;millioHS 
Time 
in 
days-
! s 
4 
7 
14 
21 
SI 
25 
266 
234 
219 
210 
217 
205 
257 
201 
172 
156 
142 
140 
130 
123 
37 
33 
65 
55 
280 
250 
215 
211 
219 
165 
141 
127 
35 
6 
249 
233 
240 
218 
244 
228 
251 
237 
189 
170 
256 
254 
217 
211 
130 
125 
33 
27 
241 
229 
236 
249 
180 
255 
214 
128 
30 
251 
221 
244 
235 
232 
214 
206 
152 
131 
151 
142 
142 
117 
236 
244 
234 
210 
142 
147 
130 
123-
T&BIE XVIII 
©26 efxect of temperafcirpe on the 
longevity Igctobacilliis acid-
ophilas* Citltra2?e A5. 
; Room 
Tiias; temperature 
in : eols» reels, per 
days: per :ce. in 
: plate raillions 
: Refrigerator ; Ice water 
; tempei*atii3?e ; tecgierature 
cols» tcols. per: colB«;eols. per 
: per :cc. in t per :cc, in 
: plate millions ; plate teiillions 
258 
269 
264 
217 
218 
227 22i 
240 
246 
248 245 
195 
216 
206 
224 
224 
224 
212 
235 
223 
170 
219 
224 204 
163 
183 
173 
200 
206 
222 209 
104 
155 
198 152 
124 
147 
157 143 
134 
145 
191 157 
157 
162 
178 166 
105 
114 
114 111 
121 
150 
175 149 
111 
140 
140 130 
72 
82 
83 79 
132 
159 
171 
117 
149 
173 146 
38 
54 
43 45 
96 
112 
12S 112 
106 
113 
154 124 
14 18 
25 
25 23 
22 
25 
32 26 
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TfiBIE XIK • 
©le effect of teisperatiire on tiie 
longevity of Laetobacilliis acid-
opliilus« Culteipe A5. 
1 • 
Time: 
Room 
temT>ei»attire 
: Refrigerator 
: teiaperature 
: Ice water 
i tem-Dsrattire 
in ; 
; days: 
coXs« « 
per : 
plate : 
col3. per 
cc» in 
nillions 
« cols o 
: per 
; Dlate 
:cols. per 
ICC. in 
jmillions 
;bois.:cdls. per 
:per :cc. in 
t pla-tje riailllons 
• 
0 432 
558 
sse-Tc 559 
206 
207 
219 211 
254 
301 
367 507 
286 
556 
311 
1 ^ 200 234 
289 241 
192 
194 
200 195 
433 
494 
505-^ 497 
i ^ 276 289 
296 287 
479 
480 
495-"- 485 
4A*f 
466 
484-"- 466 
179 
185 
187 
150 
168 
175 164 
122 
137 
198 152 
5 165 
171 
185 174 
100 
85 
93 
152 
154 
171 159 
6 177 
192 
184 
36 
37 
40 38 
124 
137 
131 
7 155 
172 
188 172 
lis 
126 
140 128 
•K- Estimated. 
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obtalned after seven da^s varied from 7^ (6 days} to 
76 o 5^, botli with a refrigerator sample • Eie average 
of the percentages in the three trials were 41*9^ at 
refrigerator teiaperatare, 39^ in ice water,, and 31 
at room temperature. In two of the trials the refrig­
erator azid room temperature sanples were held t?jo weeks 
and in one of these tliree weeks. In one instance there 
was no significant differ>ence ^hile in the ether the 
sainple held at refrigerator temperature still shotred 
45*7^ of the original count and the room temperature 
sample 12.5^* At the end of the third vreek of holdiijg 
the same samples respectively showed 10.7^ aM 2^ of 
the original nimajers. 
Although 2iot indicated in the tables, the total 
acidities of the sables were determined in most cases 
and they -ssere also judged as to their palatahility. 
As ULlgb-t he e^cpected the acidity of the sairples held, in 
the refrigerator ^ d in ice water sho-^ed practically 
no change and iiie railk "sras still palatable even after 
the longer holding periods, whereas the saioples held at 
room ten^eratare wre in all cases ui^jalatable due to 
the hi^ acid,: which in all instances increased to over­
ly and reached as hi^ as 1»^ f3?<sa initial acidities 
of approxiEiately O.a^* 
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It is also of inte2?est in this connection to 
note observations on two cultures which had been left 
in the cooler for eight and nine months respectively 
in the original forms in v/hich they were received - one 
in milk and the other in a mineral oil jelly. The Tnillr 
culture was plated on whey agar; the count obtained was 
400,CX)0 colonies per ec« Unfortunately the numbers orig-
inally present were not determined* A fairly large in­
oculation of the mineral oil jelly preparation into 
litmos milk showed that the organisms were still able to 
cause coagulation on the third ^ ay of incubation at 
37*^ C. This agreed very v/ell with the rate of gro?rth 
of these organisms when first received. 
Bie results obtained in ten trials on the effect 
of freezing on the viability of L«acidophlliis are pre­
sented in Tables XX and XXI. 
The results of the first four trials are presented 
in !fe.ble XX« It was first intended to hold the lacto 
only two or three days as it was felt that this represented 
approximately the length of time it would be held com­
mercially but 1±ie eounts held up so well and the body 
remained so satisfactory that the holding period was ex­
tended to seven days* In the first trial 59.8^ of the 
original nuinber survived after two days holding. In the 
Effeci; of fiyeealng on longevity of 
Laotobaolllus aoldophllua» Cultu3?e Al* 
i • • • • ¥ 
Ti«ial-^1 • l'x»ial-8 : Ti^ial-3 I 'Si?ial«-4 
Ago so^a* iools# pea? sools. so6^.a. pea? sools. tools, per Jcola« sools#.. pel? 
spei> SCO. in tper :oo* In ipor !00. in SpOi? joo* in 
J plat©. srallllons :plate ;milllona ;plate ;millions splato : millions 
Pr^sh 64 71 84 180 
mix 69 615 78 797 98 880 189 1,845 
90 
Pr©sh 67 61 57 
frozen 68 676: 71 736 68 685 00 880 
89 
1 day 48 . 48 30 858 
47 445 49 540 36 330 883 868 
65 
2 dlays g3 
86 
5 days 
6 days 
7 days 
S45 
49 
60 
56 610 
glO 
gSG 
56 
78 
833 
67 
150 
806 
140 
876 
81 
96 
36 
47 
178 
21 
9 
4 
T A B L E  X X i  
Th© effect of freezing on the via~ 
blllty of LaotobacAllua aoldophAlue. 
Ctilttire Al» 
Age 
J0ola. 
jper 
splate 
;CJ61s.per 
J00. in 
:inllHona 
f^fme to : 
s coagulate: 
Imilk ! 
• 
:Age 
? 
sdolsi 
;per 
:plate 
jcoia.per 
:OOA in 
:millions 
ilfirae to 
:coagulate 
J milk 
Trial - 5 
4 
• Trial , , . 
Mix. 
7S 
90 825 Mix* 
7g 
70 720 
.yr . . -
Pi»esh 
frozen 
63 
65 640 36 hours 
Pre ah 
froaen 
6S 
63 625 24 hours 
1 day 
61 
65 630 TI TI 1 day 
50 
61 556 36 hours 
8 days 
58 
67 595 n ti g days 
48 
47 445 ti ti 
3 days 
61 
65 630 II It 3 daya 
4 days 
48 
59 535 II tt 4 days 
31 
35 330 ti » 
5 days 
53 
64 535 It 11 e daya 
6 days 
48 
56 520 It 11 6 days 
31 
40 355 ti It 
7 days 
50 
52 510 t* 11 7 daya 
35 
38 365 TI 11 

5 days 
oo 
54 535 « II 5 daya 
6 days 
48 
56 520 » 11 6 daya 
31 
40 355 11 H 
7 days 
50 
52 510 II II 7 daya 
35 
38 365 11 It 
Trial - 7 
« 
: 
• 
• 
• a?rlal « 8 • -
Mix 
46 
49 475 Mix 
94 
100 970 
Fresh 
frozen 
32 
37 345 36 hours 
Fresh 
frozen 
61 
68 645 36 hours 
1 day 
31 
35 330 II II 1 day 
61 
63 570 <1 11 
8 days 
89 
3i 300 II II 2 days 
41 
53 470 11 II 
6 daya 
26 
38 320 II II 3 days 
38 
6S 500 II II 
4 days 
89 
31 300 48 hours 4 days 
35 
37 360 II u 
5 days 
35 
41 380 11 II 5 days 
40 
59 495 ti 11 
6 days 
38 
35 335 II 11 6 days 
49 
53 510 It It 
7 days 
37 
54 455 36 hours 7 days 
40 
51 455 ti II 
Continued on page ISSa 

T A B X. XO 3C7CX (oontjlrmsa) 
Age 
jOols. 
sper 
Jplate 
:"0o1b#per:Time to 
ICO* in scoagulate 
imillionsimilk 
: 
s 
• 
• 
* 
* 
sAge 
• 
• 
'"ilToWr 
sper 
Iplate 
sdbls.per 
IOC, in 
;millions 
jO^ime to 
;coagulate 
:milk 
Trial - 9 • • • 
• 
• 
• Trial - 10 
Mix* 
ISO 
.160 1,450 Mix. 
76 
96 860 
Fresh 
frozen 
9V 
104 1,006 36 hours 
Fresh 
frozen 
77 
79 780 36 hours 
1 day 
68 
85 766 ti II 1 day 
47 
51 490 II ti 
2 days 
68 
76 720 ti 1) 2 days 
57 
70 635 II II 
3 days 
78 
79 785 i» 3 days 
4 days 
74 
77 755 tt ti 4 days 
35 
48 385 11 II 
5 days 
45 
57 510 II II 5 days 
6 days 
74 
76 745 ti « 6 days 
35 
40 375 ti II 
7 days 
69 
74 715 11 ti 7 days 
28 
35 315 11 II 
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next tlii?ee trials tlie number atirviving after 3 days 
varied from 1,7J^ to Q4:*lfa after three days^ while in. 
trial four only 0*35^ remained after seven days. This v/as 
the lowest percentage obtained in the 7 trials during 
which the samples were held 7 days® 
In the last six trials, besides the plate counts, 
observations were made on the effect of inoculating 
100 CO* of sterile railk with 1 cc» of the lacto and in-
o i cubating at 57 C . The tiiae to coagulate was recorded 
i 
I to the nearest 12 hours. In most cases it will be noticed 
that the time was 36 hours which was approximately the 
tiine required for a regular culture of A1 to coagulate 
I Tznder the same conditions, f/hen the curd formed was of 
i I 
j the typical L«acidophilus type with a slight amount of whey, 
I 
the odor pleasant, and stained slides showed little or no 
i 
contaminating forsts, it was considered satisfactory evidence 
that the plate counts represented the organisms used in 
the lacto and not contaminating form. Such an assumption 
I was also justified sine© the findings of numerous investi-
1 
I gators on ice cream indicate that the principal sources 
i of bacteria are the milk and cream uj3«d in the mixi 
i similar results were obtained: in the original investiga-
I 
i 
i tions on lacto. 
The data on lilie last six trials are presented in 
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i njable XXI. In general tlaere seems to be a gradual and 
! 
j fairly regular decrease in numbers; althou^ the data 
i 
I show fluctuations from day to day these are felt to be 
i 
I withiii the range of es^perinental error when tlie natur© of 
I the material being plated is considered. The highest 
i percent of the original number surviving after 7 days 
1 
I was 95.8^ in trial 7, and the lo'.?est v?as in trial 
1 
I 105 the average for the six trials vfas 56.If the 
low figure of 0.3^ obtained in trial 4 is included in 
I 
i 
the average of all the seven day trials, the figure becomes 
i 
I 48.7^ . 
1 
! 
I Discussion of Results. 
i 
I A study was made of the preparation of acidophilus 
i 
i milk by a double pasteurization of the milk both in flasks 
1 and in commercially practical dairy equipaent. The product 
I prepared in flasks was of good quality when the was 
I subjected to two periods of heating at not less than 195® F. 
i for one hoiir with an incubation between of th3?ee hours at 
I 
o j 37 C. Althoui^ the acidophilus milk srould have been 
i 
j considered ccffimiercially satisfactory as far as its palat-
I ability was concerned, it was never f2?ee from at least 
a few large Gram-positive rods» 
{ During seven trials in which milk was heated In 
I 
either a 30 gallon Eaughdahl starter can or a glass lined 
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steel tank it was found tiiat a fairly satisfactory pro­
duct could be prepared in bulk by dotible pasteurization. 
Sie starter can was not satisfactory in the two trials 
in v/iiich it was used| three of five lots prepared in 
the glass lined tank were of fair quality. Suro e:^osures 
of one hour each at 190° P. with an incubation between 
of from three to six hou3?s seemed to be necessary for 
favorable results. 
From these results it appears that with a good 
quality milk a commercially suitable white acidophilus 
milk can be prepared by treating the milk by double 
pasteurization. The superiority of the fermented Tn-tiir 
prepared in flasks over that prepared in bulk seems to 
justify the conclusion that two e^ postares at 195 - 200^  P. 
for one hour isrith an incubation between of about Itoee 
hours at 100® F» should be recommended for commercial 
purposes. Such milk can not be expected to have as good 
I 3seepi35g qualities as a sterilized milk product because of 
1 
i the presence of contaminating organisssss of a type which 
1 
mi^t cause deterioration. For the preparation of acid­
ophilus milk for early consumption it is felt that this 
method is practicable if ca3?efully controlled and a milk 
of high quality is always available. 
In a study of the effect of temperature on the 
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viability of L»acidopMlug it was foimd tliat in almost 
every instance a larger propDrtion of tlie original 
mciber of organisais in a milk cultu3?e wore viable aft©3? 
seven days in the refrigerator or in ic© water than when 
held at room tenrperatio?©* This difference -usually be­
came apparent within two or three days. 
©le palatability of the milk held at the lo^rer 
temperatures always reiaained good throughout the holding 
period while that of the milk held at room temperature 
fell off rapidly due to the increase in acidity# Further 
trials in which acidophilus milk was f2?ozen in the form 
of lacto showed that large numbers survived freezing for 
at least seven days; the average of the percent surviv­
ing in six trials was 56,7^. These results agree with 
those fou2Ki by Mortensen and Gordon (1911) in a study of 
the organisms surviving in lacto made by the usual method. 
The results of these trials indicate that acid­
ophilus milk kept at 3?efrigerator temperatures will main­
tain its palatability imich longer than at room temperature 
and that during the length of time that the milk would ordin­
arily be kept there is not an excessive decrease in the 
number of viable organisms* The results with the lacto 
seemed to indicate the possible value of this product as a 
means of supplying L.acidophiloa to persons who v/ould 
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otherwise not consnrae these opganisins as the ordinaa?y 
acidophilus milk, 
GElffiRAL DISCuSSIOI OF RESULTS. 
A study was made of 86 cultures of  latstobacilli 
Cdisidered as "belonging to three species - L. ac idophilus ^  
L«bulgaricttB» aiid L>ca3ei« She cultu2»es were sectired 
from various sour-ces: 35 7/ere from research and coimer-
cial laTxypatories and included 9 L« ac idophilus j 7 L>bul~ 
garieuSj, and 17 L«casei; 53 we3?e isolated, 16 of •s7hicli 
came from the fecal isatteS? of humans and animals and -vmre 
considered as L«a.cidophilu3j while 37 came froia raw milk 
and Cheddar cheese and were considered as L»casein 
In. the isolation of the L«acidophilus strains 
from fecal material the Hermann acet^ic acid bouillon 
method was found to be more certain than a dilution 
method or direct plating. Pewer failui»es resulted T/ith 
the acid mediiim while other methods were apparently 
successful only Tinder particula2»ly favorable conditions. 
These resulfes ag3?ee -^ith those of various investigators • 
She use of milk as an enriclmient medium for tbs 
development of the lactob&cilli when isolating these 
types from milk and cheese proved very satisfactory. The 
frequency with which L.easel cultures; were secured frcaa 
TnlTkr and cheese shov^ed their prevalence in these products; 
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I irumspous inxrestigators have 2»epoi^d similar results, 
She size of the various organisms made possible 
! 
I a class if ieat ion into tv?c gr oups -^rhich was comrenient 
I 
I for discuss ion J in one group the cells -were classed as j 
I large, aM in the other as suiall. 
I Several iraportant characters were studied with 
1 
I I the idea of determining whether or not a correlation 
•j 
j existed which iTould he of value in Identifyiiig aM class­
ifying organises "belonging to these three species* The 
ability of the cultures to at various tenperatures 
seeiaed to show some correlation between this character 
and the size of the organisms* For the nost part the 
cultures classed as large among the L,bulgaricug and L.acid-
ophllus groups were able to gro?f at 45^ C._^ Tihile those 
classed as small in these groups isrere xxnable to grow or 
grew very poorly at tliis hi^ temperat-ure* On the other hand 
the cultu2?es classed as siaall were for tias most part able 
to grow at rocm temperature and at 15-20® C., vdille those 
classed as large were for the raost part unable to groY/ 
or gre-gr poorly at these temperatures, twelve cultures 
classed as large in the easel group failed to groer at 
any of these teisperatures^ ^rhile at 57^ C . these cultures 
grew very slowly. Eleven L*easel cultures grew at 45^ 
but rather poorly, -while practically all except the 12 
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noted gi»esr well at room tempevs.tujs^ aiid at 15-20^ C. 
All except one of t3ie 11 were classed as small. It 
appears from tliese 2?esults that in general the large or-
gardsias grew "better than the snail at 45^ €•; vfhlle the 
small organisms grew better than tlie large at the lower 
temperatures. Since L»bulgariciU3 lias long been reeognlzed 
as liaving a hi^ optlunEii gro-vrth. tesiperature tlse relation-
sMps Just iiidicated seemed to be significant. Studies 
of otner characters emphasized tMs relationship• 
©lirteen trials were made using several different 
media and depressants to detei^ne the effect of lowered 
surface tension of the nedium on the growth of the or-
ganissas being studied. Preliminary trials and 'ttie first 
few reported in this study showed the superiority of 
sodiuia ricinoleate as a depressant over sodiica tauro-
cholate, sodium glycocholate, or sodium oleate so in most 
of the trials sodium ricinoleate was used. When the 
surface tension of the medium r/as depressed mch under 40 
dynes the first cultures failing to grov? were apparently 
in the group classed as large. In medium X all of the 
eo cultures tested grev/ at 40 dynes; at 37,4 dynes 23 
of 82 cultui^s failed to grow - 16 of these were large 
and 7 smalls In whey peptone broth at 39.0 dynes 9 of 87 
cultures failed to grow and all were classed as large? 
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at 37»3 djnes 58 of 87 failed to girosf and it was notice­
able that the small L. aeidophilus and L»T>ulga3?icua st3?ains 
Tsrers among fee fsit which greisr.- In beef infusion bouillon 
17 of 60 cy.lt!i3?es failed to grow and 16 of these ?;ere 
classed as large, Aaong 72 cultures tried in ir^diizni M, 
4 large strains of L.bulgaricus and L«acidophilus failed 
to grow without depressant; at 39.0 d^nes 9 failed to 
groi'sr and all were classed as large. Prom these results it 
is evident tliat a close relationship exists between the 
large acidophilus and L.bulgaricus organisias in respect 
to their abilitj to grow in laedia with reduced surface 
tensions.- The results also seem to indicate tliat 40 djnes 
is a critical surface tension for the Lcbulgaricus types^ 
and that the sinall L.acidophilus and L.sasel types are 
able to -crhen the surface tension is reduced to nearly 
37 dynes, ©le suitability of tiae raedium isitiiout depressant 
as well as the depressant used undoubt^ly influence the 
ability of the organisms to gro® at reduced surface ten­
sions. 
A study of the type of lactic acid produced in 
milk by 12 cultures considered as L. ac idophilus showed 
variations from pure active to practically pure inactive 
acid. Kie active acid was ai?i ays the dextro modification. 
Four of six large cultures produced largely or entirely 
inactive acid. In other characters, such as grosrt^x at 
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o o 45 C., but not at 15-20 C.^ failu3?e to gpow in medirm 
X at 37.4 dynes, and the failtii-e of one of them to fer­
ment maltose, these culttires closely resembled the 
L«bulgaricus cultures classed as lar^« ffiiese four were 
among five from other laboratories studied for the type 
of lactic acid produced. 
Determinations of the total and volatile acids 
I produced in milk by 66 cultures did not show any parti-
I cularly striking relationships. Five of the six cultures 
p?oducing over 2.0^ acid were classed as large, grew at 
45° C. but not at 15-20® C., and failed to grow at the 
lower surface tensions; two of these were L.acidophilus 
from laboratory sources, and three were L.bulgariciis. 
The volatile acidities varied widely, the values ranging 
from 4.7 to 41.7. ®ie L.acidophilus cultures seemed to 
produce slightly hi^er volatile acidities since the values 
obtained with several were over 30, while none over 30 
were obtained with the L.bulgaricus cultures and with only 
an occasional L.easel culture. 
Sixteen cultures were studied as to their pi»o-
teolytic activity in milk both with and witiiout CaOOg 
during an incubation of 30 days. All of the cultures 
caused some increase in solitble nitrogeni the values 
varied from 1,0 to 5.7^ in the milk without CaCOg, and from 
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1,5 to 19<,2^ in the milk wiiii CaCQg. In nearly ail in­
stances a culture caused Mglaer increases in milk with 
CaCOg than in milk iTitiiout the carhonate. Among the 
groups of" organisias when a coltrare caused the hi^est 
i 
I increase in milk with CaCOg it also caused the higjiest 
! increase in milk without GaCOg. Ho particularly signi-
I ficant relationships seemed to exist between the amount 
j of proteolysis and other characters• 
I Studies of the various characters of the organisms 
I j seemed to "bring out correlations which would joistify 
I I certain conclusions as to their interrelationships* Most 
1 
I of the cultures classed as large in the L«acidophilus 
groups e^diihited characteristics 'which indicated close 
relationship to the L»bulgaricus cultures classed as large. 
I Among these characters were a tendency to grow better at 
i 45 C. than at room temperature or 15 - 20® C.j a failure 
1 for the most part to grow at surface tensions imich uijder 
I 
40 dynesj & tendency to fail- to ferment maltose, parti­
cularly under a reduced surxaee tension; and a production 
of approximately the same amounts of lactic acid, which 
I I was also minly the inactive aaodification. IBae small 
L*acidophilus types on the other hand ^owed close re­
lationship to the In^casei cultures in these characters; 
thair reactions to the conditions mentioned above have 
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been pointed out as being opposite to tiios© slao?/n by 
t]2e large t^pes. It seems iiiat many o£ the large types 
previously considered as L.acidophilus should have been 
co3asidered as L.bulgaricus and the smll types as L« easel 
or else that tsso types of L• acidophilus exist one of 
which is closely related to L*bulgaricus and the. other 
to L«easel-. If the latter view is to be accepted, 
L.casei seesis to bear closer relationships to both L»acid-
ophilus and L.bulgaricus than these tsro species do to 
one another* If any one species is to be considered a 
central type, it appears from this study that L.easel 
rather than L^> ac idophilus should be accepted as the central 
type. In any case it must be recognized that certain 
forms are found which apparently are borderline strains 
lying between two species so that no absolutely definite 
line of demarcation can be drawn between tb^. Etie close 
relationship between the L.easel and L«acidophilus types 
suggested the probability that L.casei could be iu^lanted 
in the intestinal tract since indications are that L»acid­
ophilus can be« 
Feeding experiments were conducted with four 
young raen and with ratsj the effects of feeding were de­
termined by bacteriological studies of the feces. She men 
consoiaed daily, with the regular diet, one quart of mlllg 
i ferraented. with several L.casei cultTii»es isolated from i . • •• • i 
i milk and cheese. She rats were fed suspensions of 
! pure CTiltures of single strains of L.casei or L.acidopli-
ilus v/ith a basal diet of fresh white bread, and fresh 
beef I lactose was added to the diet of all except the con-
t3?ol rats diirlng the latter part of the trials. Results 
I obtained isrith the men particularly seeiaed to justify the 
; 
I conclusion that transformation of the intestinal flora 
i 
I took place. Less definite results were obtained with the 
I rats althou^ the change in flora was sufficient for an 
t 
I 
j uzibiased observer to be able to detect under the micro-J 
I scope "srhicb. fecal smears were from rats receiving cultures 
i 
I and which were f3?om the controls. 2Jo such piH>portions of 
( 
j Gram-positive organisms were found in any fecal smears as 
I have been reported by several invesiiigators» 2^e results 
j 
j were more in agreement •srith those reported by Kopeloff 
I (1926). 
t 
I The ability to become iiaplanted in the intestinal 
.1 
i 
i tract flirther eii5>hasized the close relationship between 
I I L^easel and L.acidophiliis^ particularly betr/een the ssiall 
i i strains. It also Indicated the probability that many re­
ports of favorable changes in the intestinal flora from 
I nilk feeding have been due in part at least to the presence 
i • • 
j 
i of L.casei type^ in iiie milk. !i!lie importance to ttie dairy 
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industry o£ tlie ppeiralence of these tj'pes in milk and 
cheese is further brou^t out by the 2?esults of these 
trials • 
It was found to be possible to produce a satis­
factory white acidophilus milk by two exposures of a 
good quality siilk at 195 - 200® F. for one hour each, 
7ri.th an incubation between of about three hoiirs at 100® F« 
Large Gram-positi-ve rods, very evidently not 3:>«acidophilus» 
were present, iiovjever* in every instance. !Shis aethod 
was not as consistently successful as when the milk was 
sterilised. 
Storage of acidophilus milk at refrigerator tem­
perature was found to be r^ore satisfactory than at room 
ten^jerature boi^i from the standpoint of palatability and 
•aie ntaaber of organisms remaining viable after seven days. 
The organisms were also found to be able to srn^vive freez­
ing in the form of lacto; the average of six trials 
showed that 56.7^ .of the original number were viable after 
seven This ii?as considered a ne?; and satisfactory 
medium for supplying viable L* acidophilus to persons who 
would not take acidophilus xciilk in the usual form. 
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COKCIOSICl®. 
1. Kie Heytnami acetic acid "bouillon netliod of 
isolating L> acidopMlus from fecal matter proved more 
certain than a dilution method or direct plating. 
2* The use of sillk as an enriciiment laediuiri ?/as 
very satisfactory for 15ie isolation of L.easel from milk 
and Cheddar cheese. 
S. !I!he size of the lactoliaollll studied showed 
certain correlation with the ten^ratures at which they 
were able to groif. In general the large types grew better 
o than the small at 45 C « f  w h i l e  the small grev; better than 
the large at room temperature and 15 - 20° C. 
4. The s5^e of the lactobacilli studied shov;ed 
certain correlation with their ability to grow in media 
with reduced surface tensions. In general the small types 
were able to groisr at lower surface tensions than the large. 
5. She critical surface tensiocL for L.bulgarlcus 
in the media used was appar-ently 40 dynes | L«acldophilus 
and L.easel were ahle to grow when the surface tension was 
at least 2 to 5 dynes lower. 
6. Twelve L.acidophilus cultures produced largely 
dextro lactic acid. 
7. The amotmt of total and volatile acids produced 
by'66 cultm?es of the three species varied widely. All 
produced some volatile acid. 
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8. Eie soluble nitrogen in milk vfith and \fiu32out 
CaCO^ was increased bj 16 Gultuz»es including represent­
ative members of tlae tbree species, 
9« The Lvcasel cultures were very closely re­
lated to both L>acidophilus and L.bulgax' lens» Either t^o 
tjpes of L«acidophilus escist or else the large types 
should be classed as L.bulgaricus and the siaall t;^es as 
LaCasei. If the t\'/o t^jpe idea is accepted, L.easel 
rather than L« acidophilus should be considered as the 
central type of these species. 
10« L> casei seeiaed to be capable of implantation 
in the intestinal tract of Iriitnans and rats. 
11. It tJas found to be possible to prepare white 
acidophilus milk by pasteurization of the milk at 195 -
200*^ Fm with two exposures of one hour each and an incuba­
tion period of about 3 hours at 100® F. between# Hot as 
consistently good results is-ere obtained as by steriliza­
tion of the milk, and large Gram-positive rodS:,very evident­
ly not L«acidopb.ili^» -were al7.'ays present. 
12. Hefrigerator teii^erature was found to be 
better than room temperature for the storage of acidophr 
ilus siilk; the milk reruained palatable longer, and more 
organisiss ^TOre viable after 7 days at refrigerator temper-
a;ture. 
144-
IS. A large proportion or tiie viable organ-
isias siirvived freezing in tne form of laoto for 7 days. 
14. Acidophilus lacto was considered a nefp; 
and satisfactory mediwjci for STipplying viable L.acid-
opMlus to consiHaers • 
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